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CHAPTER 1

I NTRODUCでION

Japan is a well known seismic country.

At the rate of about one time in two years, destructive earthquakes

with more than 7.0 magnitude have attacked the Japanese Islands and the

reglOnS adjacent
to them these last decades. Since the Kwanto

Earthquake (Magnitude 7.9), by which many buildings in the Capital city

of Japan, Tokyo, were destroyed in 1923, aseismic design and construction

of buildings have been made obligatory to the all structural englneerS.

Earthquake
structural englneering with about a half century history

is now in progress through many researches on earthquakes, earthquake

structural damages and structural aseismic characteristics.

1-1. Outlines of Recent Architectural Buildings and Present Aseismic

Deslgn

A great majority of the numbers of buildings is occupied by wooden

houses, which are forbidden to have more than two stories. A large part

of public buildings such as schools, hospitals, offices and so on is

constructed of reinforced concrete structures with rigid frames or with

shear walls. Such public buildings with more than 6-7 stories are

constructed of steel reinforced concr.ete structures or steel structures.

The height of these buildings had been forbidden to exceed 31山eterS

before 1963, intending for rigid type structures with short natural

periods.
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According to the progresses of modern city functions and aseismic

deslgn and construction techniques of high rise buildingsl the limitation

of height in Japanese Building Law was abolished in 1963･ Then,

l

recently, many high rise buildings with佃Ore than40 storie? or 100 meter,

hei9叫 have been constructed as flexible and soft type steel structures

with long natural periods. As a special case, even a reinforced concrete

building with 18 st.Ties i~hasbeep constructed.

Usual type buildings with less than 31 meter height are designed

against the lateral loading of more than 0.2 times dead and live loads.

When
every∃ working stresses of structures subjected

to such lateral

loading areunder specified temporary allowable stresses, the buildings
ト

are considered to have enough aseismic capacity. As for wooden houses

or walトtype reinforced concrete buildingsl the necessary miniⅡlⅦIl

quantities of wooden bracings or reinforced concrete shear walls are

given, so exact structural analyses are not needed.

Regarding high rise muユti-story buildingsl dynamic response

analysis is usually applied to aseismic design. Using ground

acceleration waves, vibrational models and restoring force functions of

buildings) relative story response deformations given by means of

numerical integration of motion-equations are adopted as an aseismic

sat.ety criterion.

1-2･ Recent Earthquake Dama!IeS Of Buildings

The most r即Iarkable features of recent earthquake damages of

buildin9S are the fractures of reinforced concrete buildings which have

been deslgned in accordance with modern aseismic codes･ FortunatelyI

steel reinforced concrete buildin9S and high rise steel buildings have
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not yet experienced destructive earthquakes･ So) i･n reality) their

aseismic capacity and safety have not yet verified. The causes of

earthquake damages of wooden houses are their old agesl landslipsl

tsunamis and so on.

The typical fracture
modes of reinforced concrete buildings were as

follows (1)(2)(3):
1

,1

ゝ
､

-

(A) shear fractures
of short col皿nS七hrough spandrels bf reinforced

concrete schools, and excessive torsional horizontal deformations of

reinforced concrete buildings with asymmetrically arranged shear walls

in plan at the Tokachi-Oki Earthquake (M. 7.9), 1968, Japan.

(B) Excessive lateral deflection of a modern reinforced concrete

hos'pital at the Sam Fernando Earthquake (M∴6.6), 1971, USA.

(c) crushing down of the base story of a reinforced concrete hotel with

few shear walls at the Ooita Earthquake (M･ 6･4), 1975, Japan.

A fortunate and remarkable fact
,however,

is that the reinforced

concrete buildings with sufficient shear walls hav9 not Suffered any

damages even by destructive earthquakes.

1-3. Recent Researches on Aseismic Characteristics of Reinforced

Concrete Structures

Earthquake structural Engineering is considered to consist 'of the

following main three kinds of field;

(A) Earthquake Excitations,

】

(B) structural Response Characteristics･

(c) Aseismic Characteristics of Structures,
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Durin9 earthquakes, buildings are subjected
to earthquake

excitations and show responses in
accordance with aseismic characteristics,

of them･ Finallyl the degree of their dama9eS. and failures must

be estimated on the basis of their aseismic characteristics again.

Consequently7 these three fields should be investigated and combined on

a common basis to establish a reasonable aseismic deslgn method.

From the technologlCal point of view, the knowledges about aseismic

behaviors of structures glVe the most important bases of the researches on

earthquake structural englneering- Without these● knowledgesl the all

investigations and discussions on the･ aseismic safety and capacity of

buildings produce only abstract infomations∴Inthis七hapter, the outlines】

of researches on the aseismic behaviors of reinforced concrete structures

are mainly explained｡

In
advance to the researches on aseismic properties of structures,

lr

there must be some assumptions of earthquake excitations and

structural responses. In Japan, according to the following two

mふin. aseismic methods, that is, static seismic coefficient (0･2) method

and dynamic response analysis method) one way load-deformation behaviors

and restoring force functions under cyclic loading of structural members

and structures have be早n investigated･ EspeciallyI One Way Properties

until fractures are expected to be applicable to the ultimate stren9th

design method･ Recently, some other type aseismic design method, that

is, ultimate aseismic design methods based on structural fractures are

proposed･ Low cycle fatiguel energy disslpation capacity and fracture

criterion, therefore, are investigated as new aseismic factors of

structures.

でhe outlines of researches on the aseismic behaviors of reinforced
･

concrete structural members and structures are described as follows.
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Monotonic and Cyclic Behaviors Under Static Loads

Usual type- reinforced concrete buildings are composed of rlgid

frames with the following main three kinds of aseismic elements) that is)

long coluJTlnS7 Short columns and shear wa11s･ Zn Japan) long columns

are deslgned for predominant bending moments and show flexural yielding

without buckling. Short columns and shear walls show predominant shear

deformations and shear fracture modes.

Monotonic elasto-plastic flexural mechanics and load-deformation

behaviors of long co1ums were already clarified experimentally and

analytically (ら). cyclic behaviors of them were also made clear from

the point of flexural mechanicsl but many facts are yet left unknown in

regard to cyclic behaviors until fracture (ラ)(6)(7). Low cycle fatigue

and fracture criteria of them are partially clarified (8). As for beams,

cyclic tests and analyses had been already carried out by forelgn

researchers (9). very few systematic investigations, however, have been

performed especially taking into account the effects of axial loads in

foreign countries (10).

工t had been pointed out by Dr. Yamada before the Tokachioki

Earthquake that when a long column becomes
shorter due to spandrels) its

flexural yielding mod;
is suddenly displaced by shear fracture m.de (ll).

These warning data were verified by the dama!】es of reinforced concrete

buildings at that Tokachioki Earthquake (12). part of the effects of
I

shear span ratios, shear reinforcements and axial load levels on the monoto-

;nic
behaviors of short columns is already clarified. As for cyclic

behaviors of them)
experimental data are now yetunder the state of

collection･ Low
cycle fatigue and fracture criteria of them are

partially made clear experimentally (13). Genera11y speaking, there
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i

still remain; many obscure parts about fundamental mechanics of shear

failure of reinforced concrete beams and columns (1与).

The aseismic effectiveness of shear walls had been found and

researched by Naito before the Kwanto Earthquakel and this was verified

by that earthquake (1う)` The elastic behaviors of them, therefore,

have been already investigated since the early times. Recently,

there are many reinforced concrete buildings with a few or no shear walls

due to planning functions, and the damages of such buildings have been

always severe when subjected to destructive earthquake loadings.

河ven the.researches on.rnonotonic properties until fracture of

shear walls have been begⅧn
with in these years (16), and very few are

yet known on cyclic behaviors (17).

As other aseismic problems of reinforced concrete structures?

l

there are the behaviors of beams, beams with slabs and

connections between beams and columns and of bond mechanics between

concrete and reinforcin9 bars. It was shown that only beams with

rectangular cross sections have enough deformation ductility, but there

remain many ∽血own factors in regard to beams with slabs. The slipplng

m占chanics of cyclic bond behaviors
areunder researches (18).

A true aseismic capacity of a reinforced concrete building as an

entire structure composed of structural elements should be evaluated
by

combining th占aseismic properties of these aseismic elements, that is,

long columns) short columns) shear walls and so on･ Researchels from

this pointl howeverl are Very few.

Cyclic Behaviors under Dynamic Loads

In accordance with the progresses of electronic digital computerl ,

the numerical integration of equations of motion became easy, which
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have
enabled us to design high rise buildings･

i
L

I

In order to apply this dynamic response analysis method to
.F

reinforced concrete structures} their restoring force characteristics

must be made clear･ From this point of view, dynamic tests and analyses

on reinforced concrete col-1nS and ri9id frames have be?n tried (19)(20)･

Although well coincidences between experimental and computed results are

verified,I these researches are not carried out untill ●ultimate states

of structtlreS, i･e･ , fracture phenomena･

i-ら. ultimate Aseismic Design of Structures

Ultimate aseismic design Of structures is defined to consist in

controlling the ultimate states of structures) i･e･ fractures･ As

physical factors by which the ultimate states are controlledl the

followings are able to be considered; strength capacity) energy

absorption capacity and numbers of cyclic loading until fracture.

As for strength capacity, --Seismic Coefficien七山ethod--･ proposed by

Dr. San° in 1916 is the origin. As for energy absorption capacity,

Dr. Tanabashi proposed ‖Velocity-Potential Energy Methodll in

1935. The former is effective to rigid type structures with short

natural periods and poor ductility, and the latter to soft type

structures with long natural periods and sufficient ductility.

Furthermore, if earthquake excitations are able to be considered as one

pulse these two methods are very reasonable.

工n realityl howeverl earthquake excitations continues with some

durations and nearly constant intensity amplitudes･ Consequently)

fatigue characteristics of structures have to be taken into account･
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HResonance-Fatigue MethodH
proposed by Dr. Yamada and the author was

introduced to satisfy this demand･ 工n ‖Resonance-Fatigue MethodI†I a new

･

aseismic concept)
7'RESONANCE CAPACZTYH is adopted as a controlling fatigue

factor and as an aseismic criterion of structures under the idealized

ultimate vibrational statel i･e･ steady-state resonance･ Theoretical

and experimental bases are explained in Chapter 3.

Recently, HDynamic Response AnalysisH is considered to be the

newest, the most general and of great promise (21)(22)･ This
methoや

makes clear the defomation processes of structures in elastic land plastic

ranges,.but this method never belongs to the category of ultimate aseismic

design.

i-5. The Purpose and Composition of This Thesis

The fact that reinforced concrete modern buildings always collapse

during destructive earthquakes;seems
to be an evidence of our lack of

cogni25anCe Of the fracture
phenomeria of reinforced concrete structures.

There
exist and will

be constructed m■any and many rei･nforced concrete

structures in many countries as well as Japan, so it is the most important

and emergent subject
for us to clarify aseistnic behaviors and to

establish a reasonable ultimate aseismic design method of reinforced

conc工てete StruCtureS･

Consequently, the purpose of this paper is to investigate the

l

ultimate aseismic capacity of reinforced concrete structures based upon

the new aseismic concept, "Resonance CapacityTT criterion.
●

In order to discuss and evaluate the ultimate aseismic capacity†

this thesis is composed as follows:

工n Chapter 2, medium or low rise reinforced concrete structures
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composed of three kinds of aseismic elements】 i･e･ long colu皿皿SI Short

columns and shear walls are divided into two aseismic types, r19id and

flexible ones based upon load-deformation relations. tn Chapter 3, a

new fundamental concept
TTResonance CapacityT( criterion is proposed to

evaluate the aseismic capacity of reinforced concrete structures on the

basis of the hysteretic area of load-deformation loops and the fatigue

characteristics of the three-type aseismic elements. 工n Chapterん,

based upon the new fundamental concept introduced in Chapter 3, the

aseismic capacity and safety are investigated regarding two types of

medium or low rise reinforced concrete structures, i.e･ rlgid ones with

shear walls and flexible ones without shear walls.
In Chaptersう, 6,

the ultimate aseismic capacities j)f low-rise reinforced concr由te. buildings

with asymmetric shear walls and multi-story buildings with and without

cantilever-type shear walls are evaluated, respectively･

This thesis is arranged and composed on the basis of the papers

reported by the
author which were written under the guidances of

Prof･

Dr. Yamada as follows:

chapter 2 ･, from Refs. (23)(2ら),

chaptcr 3 ; from Refs･ (23)(25),

chapter与; from Refs. (2ら)(26),

chapter 5 ; from Ref. (27),

chapter 6 ; from Refs. (28)(29).
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CHAPTER 2

ASE工SMIC CLASSIFICAT工ON OF RE工NFORCED CONCRETE STRUCTURES

2-1. 工ntroduction

Before the evaluation of aseismic capacity of reinforced concrete

structures, the outlines of aseis血ic characteristics of them should be

made clear･ In order to comprehend such aseismic behaviors)

reinforced concrete structures are ideali2ied into several categories

according to their behaviors as observed in real earthquakes and

laboratory experiments. tt is proposed that reinforced concrete

structures are composed of three aseismic elementsl i･e･ long colu∬皿SI

short colu-a and shear wallsl the former shows flexural yielding

type and the latter two show shear fracture type. Il

工n accordance with the various combinations of these three aseismic

elements, each of which shows different load-deformation relationships,

the general characterization of reinforced concrete structures becomds

possible from the aseismic point of view.
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2-2. Classification of Reinforced Concrete Aseismic Elements

Fracture Modes of Reinforced Concrete Members

At tbeでokachi-OkトEarthquakeI May 16I 1968I Japan】 the shear

explosion failure of restrained short coltms with small shear spari

ratios was the most remarkable damage characteristics of reinforced

concrete school buildings (1)(2)(3)(ら). At the Sam FernandO-

Earthquake in California, Feb. 9, 1971, U･S･A･, the extreme deflections

of reinforced concrete long columns Caused the heavy damage of the

olive View Hospital (5). on the other hand, it is observed at any

earthquakes
that symetrically arranged reinforc-ed concrete shear walls

with sufficient cross se,ctional area play frequently the most effective

role as stiffeners of buildings. Tbese three typlCal phenomena imply

the essential and significant factors to characterize the behaviors of

reinforced concrete structures subjected to earthquake excitations.

Each of the three types of structural members) short coltmns) long

columns and shear walls, must have its own aseismic characteristics･

The fracture modes of reinforced concrete structural members are

able to be classified mainly into two types7 i･e･, shear failure and

flexural yielding (6). The former is often observed in the case of

panel members subjected to predominant shear force7 and the latter in

the case of linear members subjected
to predominant bending moment･

When the reinforced concrete structures composed of such linear element
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as columns and beams, and of panel elements such as slabs and shear

walls, undergo lateral forces such as earthquake excitation, short

columns and shear walls show shear failure mode and long columns show

flexural yielding･ Here, in this study･, the failure of beams is

neglected, because
of their mechanical improvements due to beam-slab

interactions.

Typical fracture modes such as mentioned above are shown in Fig. 1

(1)(7)(8)(9). The names of test specimens in this figure, SW, SC and

LCI represent Shear wall, short column and long column, respectively･

The ordinate) V) and the abscissa) R) represent story shear force and

relative story displacement angle, and the triangles, TC, SC and CC,

indicate the formation of tensile, shear and compressive cracks,

respectively. Fig. 1 shows that shear failure mode is characterized

by the diagonal cracks and shear compression collapse of diagonal

concrete elements of SW and SC specimens, and that flexural yielding

type is characterized by the tensile cracks at the tension side and the

compressive cracks at the compression side of LC specimen. Furthermore･,

it is a remarkable feature that SW
and

SC are so brittle that the more

deformation capacity than 0,00& - 0,005 rad. isunable to be
assumed,

while LC has sufficient ductility･

Three Kinds of Aseismic Elements: Shear Wall, Short and Long Coltmn

According to the fracture modes shown in Fig･ 1I reinforced

concrete structural members are able to be classified mainly into three

aseismic elementsl i･e･† SWI SC and LC･ Reinforced concrete structuresl

therefore, are considered to be composed of these three kinds of aseismic
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elements.
These

aseismic elements and their deformation modes are

shown schematically in Fig･ 2, where SC element is given aS LC with

walls in the lower part of story height.

Assumptions for the Deformation of Aseismic Elements

If the lateral 1oad - displacement relationships of aseismic

elementsI LC! SC and SWI are glVenl the total load - displacement

relationship of reinforced concrete structure composed of these

aseismic elements is able to be computed, and the classification of

reinforced concrete structures becomes possible on the basis of their

ase土smic characteristics (10). In order to calculate the simplified

load -

displacement relationships of aseismic elements, the followings

are assumed:

Assumptions for the deformation of LC and SC
elements

The lateral story displacement of
LC

and
SC

elementsI Which are

restrained against
TFOtationsat the both ends and subjected

to story

shear force V, is given by the superposition of flexural
and shear

deformations! each of which is calculated independentlyj･On the basis of

the following assumptiolns (seQ Fig- 3) (ll).

(A) As for the flex∬｡1 deformation ｡f LC and SC elements
∴

(i) The
normal stress

-

strain relationship of concrete confined

with ties and of reinforcing.steels are perfectly elasto-plastic (See

Fig.ら) (7).
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(2) cross section of reinforced concrete colums is idealized to be

composed of equivalent five concentrated mass points; i･e･I three points

of concrete at compressive) centroidal and tensile positions) and two

points of compressive and tensile reinforcing steels (See Fig.ラ) (ll)

(12)(13)(1与).

(3) stresses,
strains and external forces, M and N of the idealized

reinforced concrete cross section in the case of flexural yielding are

distributed such as shown in Fi白. 6.

(ら) Moment -

curvature relationship of the idealized cross section

is assumed to be perfectly elasto-plastic (See Fig. 7).

(5) The
effects of shear and PA effect are neglected.

(B) As for the shear deformation of LC and SC --

(1) The shear stress
-

strain relationship of concrete is perfectly

elasto-plastic when confined yith sufficient shear reinforcement (ph>

10/o), and has no ductility when confined with poor.shear reinforcement

( sh ≒oo/o) (see Fig･ 8-a) (1)(3).(15)(1占)･

(2) The fracture criterion of concrete under normal and shear

stresses is assumed to be elliptic (17) such as shown in Fig. 8-b, and

expressed
by:

L2Ii
=

fl
C -.o･10(F)2･o･o9(㌢)

･ 0･01 -

F(計c C C

(1)

(3) The area of shear-resisting cross section is assumed-to be:

A｡s-言bd, (2)
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and the shear failure of reinforced concrete elements is caused by the

collapse of
the concrete at the midspan of story height.

(ら) The effects of bending moment and the dowel action of
'

longitudinal reinforcements are neglected.

Ass'umptions for the shear deformation of SW
elements

(1) 工f reinforced concrete shear walls are confined with

sufficiently rlgid beams
and columns† they are able

to be replaced by

equivalent compression braces of concrete (9). Here, SW element is

replaced by an equivalent compressive concrete brace
with effective

wid七hちsuch
as shown in Fig･ 9･

(2) The nor･mal stress
-

strain relationship of the concrete brace

has no ductility such as shown in Fig. 10 (9).

Load - Displacement Relationships of Aseismic Elements

On the basis of the assumptions described above, the story shear

force V and the relative stoty displacement S relationships of aseismic

elementsI LCI SC and SW】 are shown in Fig･ llI andL their critical values

of V and a are expressed by the following equations:

for LC element in which

vL｡y

-弓ftbh,

for SC element in which

vs｡y

-弓fこbh,
for SW

element;

守≦v;;

sLC-(R;･路H,
(3,

y

vB;≧弓;

ssc-(嫁･R…)H-,
(ら,

y
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vswy-発言sin8cos8)fこLt,
6sw

㌔m

sine cos∂
H･ (ラ)

The characteristic

values,号RyB,弓and
RS are given as follows':

y

(x･2(1 ･X)wl㌻,

where

vB百2
≠ ⊆些⊆⊆

12 EI

0 く X <

where if =

㌔=
y flbb

C

7 d
I-■ + +

8 b

A

o･3 ･

w(i*)
1 + 2(〟

与i-x｣2(1･X)wi(げ(o･3X･w)

xceyio･3X ･x･2(1･X)wi

cs

【′5'#F(f})
C

A
CS

bh
F(X)

-o･10(X)a.o.o9(X).0.01 ,

f†

計F(X)･

C

The Critical Shear - Story Heiqht - Ratio

(6)

(7)

(8)

(10)

(ll)

As the critical value of story height of coltmns) by which the

reinforced concrete colu-s are classified into two typesl i･e･I SC and

LCI the "Critical Shear Story Height Ratio H T' is derived from the
Cr

condition that

iB-#y,
y

as follows (3)(ll):

(12)
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言F(X)
百

-叫cr

(i)

Consequently】 the clear spans of story hei9ht of LC and SC should

satisfy the following condition:

forLC, H
->

Hcr7 for SC, HT i Hcr･

Zoning of
SC

and LC columns due to Eq･ 13 is shown in Fig･ 12･

2-3. Classification of Reinforced Concrete Structures

(13)

(1与)

Total Load - Displacement Relationships of Reinforced Concrete Structures

With the consideration of the deformation of beams
adjacent

to LC

e16ment, here in this paper･ instead
ofざLC 7 2gLC is assumed as the

flexural yielding deflection of LC element. The beams
adjacent

to SC-

element are usually so deep and rlgid that their deformation may be

negligible. As for the usual types of medium or low rise reinforced

concrete structures) there is the following relation among the critical

relative story displacements of aseismic elements:

6sc <Ssw <SLC (1う)

Furthermore, in reinforced concrete structures with symmetrically

arranged shear walls in planl the relative story displacement of all
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elements
have the same value through the rlgid panel action of floor

slabs. Therefore, when a reinforced concrete structure is composed of

c/ pieces of LC element, i pieces of
SC

element and T pieces of
SW

element,辛ts
total V - S relationship is able to be illustrated such as

shown ill Fig･ 13I

wbere

VLC = αVLCy+ (PVscy) ,

vsc-

dVLCy%
･

PVscy･

㌻vsw怠
vsw-

dVL｡y6i:
･ (jVs｡y) ･ Fvswy ,

(16)

in which the value (PVscy)
is able to be considered when SC elements

have sufficient shear reinforcement (Sh ぎlO/o)and the dotted lines in

the Fig. 13 correspond to such a case.

Fracture Modes of Reinforced Concrete Structures

According to the critical displacement corresponding to the maximum

V一寸alue, reinforced concrete structures are classified into three types

such as shown in Fig. 1左, where
these types are nominated as follows:

LC Fracture Mode,
when

VLC > VsL, Vsw.

SC Fracture Mode,
when

Vsc > VLC, Vsw,

sW Fracture Mode, when Vsw > VLC, Vsc･

(17)

These fracture modes are able to be zoned in the c*/r-j)/が plane. such

as shown in Fig. 1う. Figs. 1う(a) and (b) show the cases that SC elements

have poor and sufficient shear reinforcement, respectively. The

boundary lines A, B, C, between the fracture modes in Fig. 15 are easily
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glVen by the following equations:

VLC =Vsc
forA,

vsc'= vsw for B,

vsw=㌦c
forC･

(18)

Rigid and Flexible Typ_es of Reirlforc+ed Concre_te Structures

Due to the facts that SC
and

SW elements have poor ductility and

that LC elements have sufficient ductility, reinforced concrete

structures are able to be classified into two typesl i･e･ rlgid

structures and flexible structures such as shown in Fig. 16. That is,

SC and SW fracture modes belong to the former
and

LC fracture mode to the

latter. でbis classification will
have very important slgnificances for

the discussions on the aseismic capacity of reinforced concrete

structures｣

2一与. Concluding Remarks

Based upon the experimental results of the deformation and･ fracture

behaviors of reinforced concrete structural members subjected
to

monotonic loadingsl the classification of reinforced concrete members

and structures are performed and their aseismic characteristics and

capacity are discussed on･ As a resultl the followings are clarified:

(1) Reinforced concrete structural members are able to be classified
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into three types of aseismic elements, i.e. Long Columns (LC), Short

co1ums (SC) and Shear Walls (SW). LC
element shows the flexural

yielding type and SC and SW elements show the shear fracture model

(2) combining analytically
the load -

deflection relationships of the

aseismic elements, reinforced concrete structures are able to be

classified into three types which show LC, SC and SW fracture modes

(see Fig. 15). on the basis of the aseismic characteristics, finally,

reinforced concrete structures are able to be classified into two typ.es,

i.e. rigid structures and flexible structures (See Fig. 16).
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NOでAT工ON

Acs =

shear resisting cross sectional area of colu-s

b = width of cross section of colulⅣ1S

d = distance from extreme compression fiber to centroid

of tension reinforcement

d = distance from centroid of tension reinforcement to

S

the tensild f?ce of colu皿S

Ec = modulus of elasticity of concrete

E工 = flexural stiffeness of columns

E7 -

E=/fibチ3

F( ) ≡ function of fracture criterion of concrete under

combined normal and shear stresses

fI

C

∫

y

G
C

H

HI

H
j Cr

= compressive strength of concrete

=

yield strength of reinforcement
､

- modulus of shear of concrete ( -

Ec/2(1
+

v) )

= story height of long coltmns and shear walls

=

story height of short colums

=

critical story height (minimum one to show flexural

yielding )

百 = (H/h) story height ratio

ifcr = critical story height ratio

h = total depth of cross section of i.columns

L =

span length

M = bending moment
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0

B
良

y

S
R

y

t

V

VLC

Vsc

Vs.

㌔

Vs

Vs

vB

y

守B
y

㌔
y

#
y

X

W

=

axial force

= ultimate strength of centrally loaded columns

(= (1 +2a)) f-bh )
C

=

relative story displacement angle

= flexural componen七 of yielding 良

= shear component of yielding 良

= thicknes5 0f shear walls

=

story Shear force

=!V of structures when LC elements show flext】ral

yielding

= V of structures when SC elements show shear

･.yielding

g v of structures when SW elements show shear fracture

Wy=

v/fこbhof
LC elements when they show flexural yielding

v/fこbhof
SC elements when they show shear yielding

v/fこbhof
SW

elements when they show shear fracture

=

yielding V of columns when they show flexural yielding
ヽ

-サfこもh
=

yielding V'of cohmns when they show shear fracture

-

vsy/fこbh
=

axial load
ratio, (-N/No)

SW =

shear wall elements

SC = short colum elements

LC = long
colum elements

0( = number of pieces of LC elements

′ = number of pleCeS Of SC elements
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′

r
=

number of pieces of SW elements, shear strain, ratio

of distance center-to-center of reinforcement on

oppositeifaces of columns to h

S -

relative story displacement

6Lc
- Sat- which LC elements show flexural yielding

6Tsc = Sat which SC elements show shear yielding

6sw = Sat which SW elemenlts show sheaTr fracture

cem
= n.rmal strain at the maximumstress.f c.ncrete

c6y

= idealized yield strain of concrete

s6y =lyield strain of reinforcing steel

e -!diagonal gradient angle of SW element , 〟;- PoissonTs ratio

s
= geometrical ratio

10f
tensile reinforcement

p'
- geometrical ratio of com,pressive reinforcement

ph
= Shear reinforcement of colums and shear walls

d = normal stress

t: = shear stress

yy
= yield shear stress

* =curvature

3Ey = yielding curvature

ズ

-s6/c6y
w - tensile reinforcement index (- (fy/fこ)P )

r

w'- compressive reinforcement
index (- (fy/fこ)P)

StlPP 1 ements

RCW : specimen mark of shear wall (9)

RC:CIB : specimen mark of long column (7)

RC:CIQ : specimen mark of short column (1,8)
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CHAPTER 3

RESONANCE CAPACITY CRITERION FOR EVALUATION OF THE ASEZSMIC

CAPACITY OF REINFORCED CONCRETE STRUCTURES

3-i. Introduction

Recently, in the field of reinforced concrete structures as well as

other structures7 allowable stress design method has been replaced by

ultimate strength or ultimate state design method. From the point of

view of aseismic deslgn, however, such a new deslgn method is not

sufficient to provide reinforced concrete structures with sufficient

resistances against such destructive alternately repeated ground motions

as earthquakes･
Zn

order to establish a reasonable aseismic design

m'ethod7 it is necessary not only to make clear the mechanical behaviors

of reinforced concrete structures subjected
to cyclic loadings but to

also establish a reasonable method of estimating and applying their

cyclic behaviorsuntil fracture.

工n order to evaluate the aseismic capacity of reinforced concrete

structures, a fundamental new concept is needed for idealiz;ing

earthquake motions and consequent structural responses･ Therefore) in
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this chapter) a HRESONANCE CAPACZTYH Criterion is proposed･ That

TTCriterionTT is derived from the likely steady-state resonarice

characteristics of the structure. That criterion has an immediate

practical s19nificance. 工t can be used to estimate directly thel

ultimate capacity of real structures subjected to destructive earthquakes.

Further the characteristics of'the Criterion can be established directly

and simply from the results of experiments on real reinforced concrete

structures and members.

.
3-2. 'Experimental Data on the Aseismic Characteristics of Reinforced

Concrete Aseismic Elements

Experiment_al Data on Load Bearing Capacit and Hysteretic Daml)ing

Capacity

Earthquake forces act on the buildings dynamically as alternately

repeated loading･ 工n order to establish reasonable concepts of

aseismic characteristics and design guides of reinforced concrete
●

structures,卜it
is

nec去spary
to investigate the deforpation i

and fracture behaviors of reinforced concrete members and structures

under cyclic loading.

As basic data7 in this paperl there are reported the experimental

results on the shear resisting capacity and hysteretic damping Capacity

of reinforced concrete as･eismic elements) i･e･ shear walls7 Short

columns and long colums, subjected to alternately repeated loadings
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with constant and incremental lateral deflection amplitudes.

Generally) the load-displacement angle hysteresis loops of reinforced

concrete members at the first and the later cycles are able to be

illustrated as shown in Fig. 1 (a). The story shear force amplitude

Va is defined as that
at the specified relative story displacement

ang16'･lamplitude Ra, and equivalent viscous damping coefficient heq is

given by the following equation (See Fig. 1 (b)):

1 Area of

eq ~らTn

Hysteresis Loop

土v R
(1)

Fig･ 2 shows the experimental results on the variations of Va, heq

and Va heq to the -mber of cycles nc in the case of reinforced

concrete shear walls'i･e･
SW

elemeni with three constant relative

story displacenlent angle amplitudes of R =1+0.001, +0.004, +0,015 (1).
a

≡Figs･2 (a), (b) and (c) show the Va - nc, heq -

nc and Vaheq -

nc

relationships, respectively. (The meanings and usefulness of the

value, Vaheq
will be explained later･ )

Figs･ 3 (a), (b), (c) show the Va-nc, heq-nc, Vaheq-nc relationships

of reinforced concrete short columns】 i･e･ SC element with constant

displacement angle amplitudes of R

=妻･o.oo47, ･0.00SO, +0.0103~.
a

These cyclic tests of short colums were carried out by Yamada and

Yagi (2)(3)(ち)｡

Figs･ i(a), (b), (c) show the Va-nc, heq-nc, Vaheq-ncrelationships of

reinforced concrete long columns) i･e･ LC element with constant

displacement angle amplitudes of R
=.0･0171I +0･0229I +0･03与3I .0･0仏3a

(ラ)(6)(7).

As for short columsl incremental displacement amplitude七ests are
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carried out, and the results, Va - Ra) heq - Ra, and Vaheq - Ra

relationships are shown in Figs･ 5 (a), (b), (c)1F(4)･

From the heq -

nc relationships in Fig･ 2 (b), Fig･ 3 (b) and

Fig･ =b), heq - Ra relationships of SW, SC, LC elements at the secondt

cycle are plotted in Fig. 6, in order to make clear the effects of R
a

upon b .

eq

Remarkable Aseismic Characteristics

Looking over Figs･ 2, 3,ら,ラ, 6, the following. remarkable ;and

significant aseismic characteristics of aseismic elements
'are

observed:

(1) As for SW
and

SC
elements characterized by shear failure mode, the

deteripration of heq within an earlier few cycles is very remarkable･

The decrease of Vaheq, therefore, is more remarkable than that of h ･

eq

This phenomenon is considered to be caused by the fact that diagonal

compressive bracing concrete beglnS at the second cycle to resist so

late due to the closing process of diagonal cracks, formed already at

the first cycle) that V - A hysteresis loops become !hardening type after
-

1

the first cycle. (Seel Figs. 2,3)

(2) on the other harld, as for LC
element char:acterized by flexural

yielding type, the decrease of Va, heq, Vaheq are not so remarkable as

those of the SW
and SC elements･ Such characteristics are caused by

the relatively stable hysteretic damping Capacity of longitudinal

reinforcin9 Steel of LC element under the comparatively low axial load

(N -

1/6No) (See Fig･ら)･

(3) Judging froml: Fig. 5 (c),under.a proper condition of incremental

deflection amplitudesl even Such a SC
element as shows shear failure

mode may show constant V h characteristics to the abscissa R
.

The
a eq a

same behavior is considered to occur even in the case of SW element.

(ら) Fig. 6 shows thムt the hysteretic damping capacity of LC
element
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increases with
the increase of 氏 and thatl aS for SW and SC elementsl

a

it is relatively constani
and smaller than that of the LC element.

3-3. Fundamental Concept of Aseismic Capacity

Equation of Aseismic Capacity

Generallyl aSeismic waves are rando叫 SO that in the earthquake

structural englneering the following two extreme approaches are of

temporal use, deterministic and stochastic ones (8). comparing to the

analytical exactness, however,. both of them have still many limitations･

Even in the results of their analytical operations there still remain

many uncertainty factors, so that complicated englneerin9 judgements

are needed to apply them toとaseismic design. It is the largest defect

of them that they are now too analytical to estim占.te the aseismic

characteristics of real structures and structural members directly and

experimentally by them.

､In this皇study I therefore, to evaluate the aseismi.c capacity of

real structural members in a simple and sure wayI. a new COnCept

TTRESONANCE CAPACITYTf is introduced. This physical quantity is derived

from an ultimate state of vibratio.nl i･e･ steady-state resonance･ By

taking the ultimate states of both inputs and outputs) i.e･ seismic

motions and structural responses into account】 an ultimate equilibrium

state of energy transformation is able to･ be reached. 1IRESONANCE

CAPACZTYTT is directly related to the maximum and substantial ability of
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ener9y absorption of structures and structural members】 and consequently)

its equation is derived as follows:

Wben one mass oscillation is subjected
to sinusoidal acceleration

waves as shown in Fig. 7, the differential equation of motion is

expressed as

m'i + c立 + f(x,t) =
-m c*ocos(wot･少) ･ (2)

Assuming that:

(i) the one mass system is to be on the condition of steady-state

reSOnanCe●

(2) the restoring force function ∫(Ⅹ,t) of the system is given as a

steady hysteresis loop with constant displacement and story shear force

amplitudes,
Ⅹ1

and
Va, as shown in Fi9･ 8･

(3) the viscous damping coefficient c is neglected comparing to the

hysteretic damplng Capacity,

(ら) the resonant response displacement x is approximately given by

x = XICOS(りot, (3)

and integrating the both sides of Eq･ 2 over one cycle with respect to

I, Eq.. 2 is reduced to

if(x,t)dx -

mc%x17rlsin叶l ,

where

(/1)

if(x,t)dx - A (area.fhysteresis 1..p), (5)

lsin軒J ≦1

Because of steady-state resonance)

(6)
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wo-ue-甘苦,
(7)

which is considered 七o be a very rare bu七 the worst case,

lsin㌢l - 1

Then Eq.与becomes

A = m∝oX17C･

(8)

(9)

using equivalent viscousdamplng COefficient heq (See Eq･ i) and weight

of mass W) which are expressed as follows:

1 A

eq 47T与vaxl
h

W = m g I

finally, Eq.与is reduced to

_卑ヾg
2 V 也

a eq

Eq･ 12 has the same physical meaning as the equation,

(forced vibration level )
2 Ⅹ (viscous damping coefficient)

(10)

(ll)

(12)

= (response level)

in the case of the steady-state resonance of visco-elastic one-mass-

system subjected
七o sinusoidal forced vibration.

でhe left side of
Eq. 12 indicates the acceleration level of forced

vibrationsl and the right side of
Eq･ 12 is able to be regarded as the

critical response value of members and structures. From this point of
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viewl bere! Eq･ 12 is proposed as a criterion equation of aseismic

capacity and safety of reinforced concrete members and struc七ures･

Namely! the value of 2V h nominated here RESONANCE CApAC工TY is used
a eq

as a Criterion of the aseismic capacity, and comparison of it with the

left hand side of Eq. 12 makes it possible 七o es七ima七e the aseismまc

safety.

Earth uake Resisting Factors

Assu皿ing 七hat earthquake loading consists of such sinusoidal cyclic

forces with the maximLm COnStant acceleration amplitude cio and period

To as皿ake an oscillator to resonate, the oscillator may response with

constan七 RESONANCE CAPAC王TY and the total number of cycles of oscillation

is nearly equal to tba七 of the 91Ven Cyclic forces. 工n such a case, the

deflection amplitude of
LC

element is considered to be approximately

constant, and七ha七of
SC

and
SW

elements is incremental (See Figs.萱4(c),

ラ(c)). Therefore,.when deflection angle amplitude R or the number of
a

cycles a of aseismic elements reaches a critical value, RaB Or nB, the
C

aseismic elements will collapse.

Consequently}
when the earthquake-resisting factors of aseismic

elements, i･e･
Ⅴ｡heふ,

R｡B and nB, are given experimentally (such as

shown in Figs. 2, 3,ら,ラ, 6) or analytically,the maximuTl aSeismic

capacity of themュs able to be evaluated clearly.
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Response Va - heq
-でe

lnteraction

As for LC element, if the left
sidedlw of Eq. 12 is constant,

g

the relation between Va and heq is
glVen aS follows:

Ⅴ ∝

a

1

h
I

eq

(13)

and h increases with the increase of
R (See Figs.ら(b), 6).

eq a

As for SW and SC elements) even if V h is considered七o be
a eq

constant, va also becomes nearly constant:

Va =･

const･, (1/1)

because the probable
heq of SW and SC elements is so smaller than that

of LC elements (See Fig. 6) that it is able to be considered七o be

constan七 from technological point of view.

considering only resonan七state, Va isまndependen七of T which is
e

the natural period of equivalent linear system and given by the following

expression
:

T = 2了r
e

(1う)

Genera11y, real earthquakes with destructive acceleration amplitude!s
are considered to have such a probability distribution to period as

shown in Fig･ 9) so that) as response value, Va also has a distribution

analogous tO まt.

From these considerations described above, response Va - heq - Te

interaction is able to be illustrated simply as shown in Fig- 10, in
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which
SW and SC elements belong to the range of heq from 0 to bcr and

LC element belongs to the range of heq more七han hcr, and the maximum

possibility of the steady-state resonant v王bration まs considered to

occurin
the range of Te from 0 to Tcr and the possibility ofてSteady-

s七ate forced vibration in七he range ofでe more七han Tcr, where hcr and

Tcr are critical values which should be decided
on七hose加se芦Of

englneerin9 judgements.

Judging from the fracture modes of reinforced concrete structures

which
are already explained in the previous chapter, the reinforced

concrete structures with SW and SC or LC fracture modes are able to be

considered to have the sanle aSeismic characteristics of
SW, SC or LC

element itself】 so that the idea of Fig･ 10 is valid not only for the

aseismic elements but also
for

reinforced concrete structures.

consequently, rlgid s七ruc七ures belong to the range Oくbeqくbcr (See

Fig･ 6), and flexible structures to the range hcrくheq･ Thatまs,

the former resists against earthquakes through shear resisting capacity

and the latter throu9h hysteretic damplng Capacity.

As
complemental data, the ratios i of the maximu皿reSPOnSe

acceleration to the max王mu皿 grOund acceleration of one-mass linear

system, subjected to several real earthquakes,
are shown in Figs･ ll and

12 (9)(10), the
abscissds of which are viscousdamping coefficient h and

l

natural period
T, respectively. As for Fig. ll, the ordinate is the

maximum ratio jmax within all range of T･ It is very interesting that

these figures show七he same tendency as Fig. 10. Judging from these

figures) o115 and 1･うsec may be used as the critical values hcr苧nd

Tcr, respectively, and the maxim- value ofノβ may be
about 10/3･

仙en earthquake resisting factors, Va,･ heq,でe of reinforced･conc･rete

aseismic elements and/or structures are given, the estimation of the
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aseismic safety and the aseismic design Of them may be easily performed

by relating the factors to the critical values of Eq. 12. The

application examples of these ideas七o real structures iwill bed discussed

in the later chapters.

3-ら. concluding Remarks

=n order to establish a ftmdamental new evaluation method for the

aseismic capacity of reinforced concrete structures with universal

validity in physical meanings)什RESONANCE CAPACITYqis proposed as i a

｢

basis of estimation ;criterion.
｣

Based upon the experimental results of the Resonance Capacities and

fatigue behaviors of reinforced concrete structural members subjected to

cyclic loadin9S, the aseismic characteristics of entire reinforced

concrete structures are discussed on･ As a resultl the followings are

clarified :

(i) As for hysteretic damping capacity, SC and SW elements tmder cyclic

loadings show very remarkable deterioration after the first cycle. On

the other band, LC element shows comparatively steady behavior even up

七o the collap.se (See Figs･ 2, 3,ら)･

(2) when one-mass oscillator is subjected to sinusoidal forced

vibration and reaches steady-state resonanceI Which may be the most

dangerous case of possible earthquakes,the criterion eq-ユation of

aseismic capacity is derived from the equilibrium of energy as indicated

by Eq. 12.

(3) under the condition of constant RESONANCE CAPACITY 2Vaheq, LC
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element responses with relatively constant Va, Ra, and SC and SW elements

with relatively constant Vat, heq･ Furthermore,
considering the period

distribution of earthquakes, their response Va - heq - Te interaction is

able to be illustrated as shown in Fig1 10･ Copsequently, SC and SV

elements and rigid structures, i.e･ (0 <heq< hcr) resist against

earthquakes through
㌔, and the resistance of LC element or flexible

structures, i.e. (h <h ) may increase with the increase of h
.

Cr eq eq

(ち) The response acceleration spectra to natural period and viscous

damping coefficient are shotm in Figs･ ll, 12･ The outlines of these

spectra are so analogous to tho亨e Of the Va - heq - Te interaction that

the fⅦ1damen七al concepts on 七he aseismic capacity and safety of

reinforced concrete structures may be clarified and made useful by the

comparison between them.
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NOでAで工ON

A = area of hysteresヱs loop of restoring force

function･ ∫(Ⅹ, t)

c =

viscous damplng coefficient

∫(Ⅹ,t)= restoring force function

hcr =

critical viscous damplng coefficient

heq =

equivalen七Ⅴ土scous damplng coefficient

Ke =

equivalen七1inear stiffeness

m
=

maSS

N =

axial force

No =

ultimate strength of?entrally
loaded columns

(= (1L+ 2w)f'bh )
C

nc
〒 number of cycles

nB
=

number of cycles tmtil fracture

R =

relative story displacement angle

Ra =

amplitude of R

To =

peri･od of earthquakes

Te = equitTalent natural period of members

t = time

でcr =

critical period

V =

story shear force

Va =

amplitude of V

W =

aseismic weight of structures, weight of mass

X =

axial load ratio, (=N/N )
0
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xl =

displacement amplitude of hysteresis loops

x
= lateral displacement of one-mass oscillator

'iG =

acceleration of sinusoidal､ground motions

SW =

shear wall elements

SC =

short column elements

LC = long colullm elements

cLo
= acceleration amplitude of sinusoidal ground motions

.P
= amplification factor of response acceleration

√ =

relative story displacement

軒
= difference of phase angle

wo
-

circula七frequencyわf earthquake waves
l

¢e
=

equivalent linear natural circular frequency

Supplements
i,

RCW : specimen mark of shear wall (1)

RC:CIB : specimen mark of long colu皿(6,6,7)

RC:Clq : specimen mark of short column (2,3,4)
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∩

tsーCy=fe

LCycーe

ーー_

-R(I Ro°

-Vo

毒Fig･ 1(a) Hysteresis Loops of Story Shear Force

:and Displacement Angle

i Fig･ 1(b) Steady-State Hysteresip- Loop

(Equivalent viscous damping coefficient, heq)
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Fig. 2(c) Resonance Capacity-

Number of Cycles

R声1ationships
-

of Sl甘elements (Tests)

J 2 3 4 5 10 CyCfes

Fig･ 2(a) Story Shear Force A皿pli-

･tude-Nu血ber
of Cycles

Relationships

of SⅣ elements (Tests)[1]

t 2 3 4 5 10 CyCfes

c㌍Ies Fig. 2(b) Equivalent Viscous
▲

Damplng Coefficient-

Nu皿ber of Cycles

Relationships

of SW elements (Tests)
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Roヒ土t7.I xtO-3

RQ=土22.9x tO-3

Ro:土34.3-x IO-3

Ro:土44.3x 10-3

Cotlopse
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Fig. 4(a) Story Shear Force加plitude - Number of Cycles

Relationsbips of LC elements (Tests)■[5,6,7】

nc

Fig∴4(b) Equivalent Viscous Damping Coefficient - Number of Cycles

R?1ationships of LC elements (TESTS)

I 2 3 456 8JO 20 3040 cycJes

咋ig. 4(c) Resonance Capacity - Number of Cycles

Relationships of LC elements (Tests)
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Fig. 5(a) Story Shear Force AJnPlitude - Incremental Displacement

Ahgle AJnPlitude Relationships of SC Elehents '(Tests) [2,3,4]
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5(b) Equivalent Viscous Damping Coefficient - Ihcl.emental

Displacement Angle AJnPlitude Relationships of SC Elements

(Tests)

-1･･i:-L-~-~li帽Fig･ 5(c)..早esonance Capacity - Incremental Displacement Amplitude

血gle叫1itude Relationships
of SC Elements (Tests)
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'Fig･ 10 Response lnteraction Surface between Story Shear Force Amplitude,

■Equiva11ent Viscous Damping Coefficient∫ Equivalent Natural Period
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Fig･ ll ･SheaT Force Spectra to Viscous Danplng Coefficient
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卜Fig. 12 Shear Force Spectra to Natural Periods

tI(by SERAC [10])
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CHAPTER /i

･ REINFORCED CONCRETE STRUCTURES WITH AND WITHOUT SHEAR IVALLS

ら-1. Introduction

rn Chapter 2, reinforced concrete structures were considered to be

composed of three kinds of aseismic elementsl i.e･) short colurrnsl long

colu皿S and shear wallsl and then they were divided into two aseismic

typesl i･e･) rlgid and flexible structures･ FinallyI On the basis of

the hysteretic damplng Capacity of such aseismic elements under cyclic

loadingl fundamental concepts of the aseismic capacity of reinforced

concrete rlgid and flexible structures were established. From the

technological point of view, only fundamental and abstract concepts are

of little use) so that it is necessary to indicate concrete and

quantitative applications to real reinforced concrete structures.

The purposes of this chapter are to show concrete pr,ocedures of the

application of such I)rinc)'ples to real mediuれ1 0r low rise reinforced

concrete structures and to clarify the aseismic capacity and safety of

them quantatively･ The method of case study may be the most effective

to attain these
objectsI

SO that calculations are carried out on the two
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types of reinforced concrete structures) i･e･! rlgid and flexible types･

Of course) the fundamental ideas on the aseismic capacity reported

in Chapter 3 are no七necessarily detailed aseismic design guides･
工n

application of七hem to七he estimation of七he aselsmic capacity and

safety of r占al reinfprced concrete s七ruc七ures, therefore, many

assⅧlPtions and idealizations must be used. The main significance of

thisl:, study is able七o
be considered to exist in the processes of the

applications and in the
outlines of the aseismic capacity and safety of

reinforced concrete structures which are evaluated finally.

ら-2. Aseismic Capacity of Rigid Structures

C叫

Concrete Structures

Aseismic units-- A reinforced concrete structure is considered to

be built as a combination of three aseismic units, LCu, SCu and SWu,

which correspond to th白aseismic elements, long colu皿S, Short columns

and shear walls;described王n
Chapter 2, respectively･

These aseismic

units and their deformation modes are shown 王n Fig･ 1, where each

aseismic uni七is assumed to carry a unit slab a七its 七op end.
The

applied values for this examples which are able to be considered to be

the most popular and general ones in Japan, are as
'follows

(see Figs･

1 and 2);
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L=6oocm(236in), H=300cm(118in), b x h=6ocm I 6ocm(23.Gin I 23_6in)

As=As.=23･3cm2(3･6in2), t-20cm(7･9in), d･/h=ds/h=0･1･ and

thenl'-j'-0･ 6うo/o,H/h-う･

As for materials, f: -200kg/cm2(28Lopsi ), fy-Loookg/cm2(う7･･Oksi ),

cem-2･0Ⅹ10づ,スエV3, TJ/fこミニ0･2う,
and七hen cu-w･-0･13,

Gc/fこ-L50･

Load-displacement relationships- The story shear force (Ⅴ) -

relative story displacement (S) relationships of the aseismic units are

able to be calculated by using the a5Su皿p七ions and equations in Chapter

2, and they are shown in Fig. 3. By su皿ming 七he shear forces of the

aseismic units at the same displacement, VI Srelationships of reinforced

concrete structures which are composed of α-pieces of LCu'.P -pieces of

SCu
and 3t'-pieces of SWu are

able to be
given by the following equations:

㌦c
=

∝㌦cy
+

(㍉vscy), (トa)

vsc - dVLCy ( 6Tsc/5TLC)･J8Vscy ･Fvswy( Fsc/Ssw),
(i-b)

vsw = αvLCy ( 8tsw/6TLC)+ (JeVscy) + Fvswy, (トc)

where the value within parentheses is able to be'taken into accountI

when SCu has sufficient shear reinforcement.

Classification of fracture modes-- By means of the classification

method of fracture modes of reinforced concrete structures which are

composed of. α-pieces of LCu, i-pieces of SCu and ㌻-pi占ces of SWu,

the fracture modes are able to be zoned in
theα/a^-i/が plane as shown

in Fig･与･他en SCu has poor shear reinforcemerl七( ph ≒ 0?･(,), there

exist three regions of LC, SC and SW fracture modes (see Fig.らa), and

when SCu has sufficient shear reinforcement (
ph>lO/o),

there exist■ two

regions of LC and SW fracture
modes (see Fig.左b). The boundary lines
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A, B and C are able to be drawn by七he following expressions, ㌦c=㌔c,

vsc=vsw and
Vsw-VLC) reSPeCtively･

wa11 ratios-- When wall ratio is defined as the ratio of the cross

sectional area of shear walls to七he area of floorl the wall ratio w of

the reinforced concrete structures composed of three kinds of aseismic

tmits
is expressed by the following equation:

20x600

36(c//〆'/ i/a4 '2)
xlO~4. (2)

The wall ratios w'therefore'are drawn as contour1ines in味/がゾ//㌻

plane such as shown in Fig. 5.

Natural period--In order to calculate natural period で, the

followings are assumed:

(1) Reinforced concrete structures consist of one-story aseismic

elements and compose one-mass oscillators.

(2) The distributed weigh七of the mass W is assumed to be 1 t/m2
0

(1.ら2psi).

(3)The rigidity K of the oscillator is given as the gradient of the

line between the orlgln and the maximum shear force point whose

displacement decides fracture mode.

Consequently, the natural period
T is nearly expressed

by the

following equation :

･-i据,う

wh'ere W is the
weight of mass and

is
given by

w -

woL之(d･P･2r) ,

(3)

(ら)
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and K is given
by the following equations:

K =

VLC/SLC,
for LC fracture mode,

K = Vsc/Ssc, for SC fracture mode,

K =

Vsw/Ssw･ for SW fracture mode.

(ち)

The natural periods T, therefore! are able to be illustrated as

contour1ines in.fCVt-jVがplane such as shown in Fig･ 6･ These-

contour1ines become, naturally, discontinuous on the botmdary lines

between fracture modes due to Jl皿IPlng Of the characteristic values

of displacement, SLC,6Tsc,6Tsw･In each region of fracture modes･
T is

limited within a range such as indicated in Fi9. 6. As for structures

with several storiesl their natural periods are able to be approximately

glVen by multiplying those of one-story structures by the nu皿ber of

stories.

Critical number of stories-- As the most simplified example, when

reinforced concrete strllCtureS are COmpOSed of several stories of similar

aseismic tmits and subjected
to lateral force, which is equal to the

dead load W, there must exist the critical number of stories ncr, which

is 91Ven aS follows:

㌦c
n

n

rl

- 1-

cr

36(α'P'3㌻).I

Vsc

cr 36(α'P'23L).I

vsw

cr 36( o('P'E5t)I

for LC fracture mode一

for SC fracture mode, (6)

for SW fracture mode.

the critical numbers of stories ncr are also able to be illustrated by

means of such contourlines as shown in Fig･7･ Although ncr is

continuous on the boundary lines of fracture modes, ncr is also limited
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within a range such as sholm in Fig. 7.

Aseismic Characteristics of Reinforced Concrete Structures

In the case study m-_entioned above) fracture modes) wall ratios)

natural periods and the critical number of stories of reinforced

concrete structures are

ableヤo
be illustrated simultaneously in

c(/折7/㌻

plane such as shol爪in Fig. 8.

According to the response Va-heq
-Te

interaction of reinforced

concrete structures and to the general telldencies of acceleration

spectra shown in Chapter 3, the aseisrnic characteristics shotvTl in Fig. 8

are effective and useful to estimate tlle aSeismic capacity and to judge

the aseismic safety of mediu皿 Or low rise reinforced concrete structures

with SC and SW fracture modes】 i･e･I rlgid structures, because of the

followin9 tbings :

(1) Before shear failure the natural peri?d of rigid structures even

with about five stories is less than 1.0 sec. (see Fig. 6), so that the

base shear coefficient qB Of such structures may become about l･O as

the product of the
amplification factor of response acceleration

,a

(=3.33, see Fig. 12 in Chapter 3) and the probable maximu皿grOund

acceleration of earthquakes do (=0･3g; g is the acceleration of gravity).

(2) such rigid structures have no deformation ductility after shear

fracture
and have little damping coefficient (for example, heq is less

than O･15 in Fig. 6 in Chapter 3), so that they have to resist against

earthquakes
through story shear capacity (see Fig. 10 in Chapter 3).

Consequently,
using Fi9. 8, the aseismic design and the

estimation

of the aseismic capacity and safety of･mediu皿Or
low

rise reinforced
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concrete structures with shear walls become possible･ Judging from

Fig. 8, wall ratio w is the most significant factor on which the aseismic

capacity and safety of such rlgid structures depend.

Comparison with Real Cases of Damage

The
significance of wall ratio w is also shown in Fig. 9 which was

reported by Prof. Shiga,
et al (1). This figure presents the four-

ranked damage cases of 3-story reinforced concrete structures at the

Tokachi-Oki Earthquake (May 16, 1968, Japan). The ordinate and

abscissa in Fig. 9 indicate homogeneous story shear stress and wall

ratio, respectively･ This fi9ure Shows that there exist little high or

middle grade cases of damages which is marked by X or ● in the range

of w more thanう0Ⅹ10-ら. The fact that the contour1ine n =3
in SW

Cr

fracture mode in Fig. 8-a lies within the values of w from ioxlO一与to

6ox10-ちcoimides with the tendency of the observed damages in Fig･ 9･

ら-3. Aseismic Capacity of F16Ⅹible Structures

Load-Displacement Hysteresis Loops
of Reinforced Concrete Columns

In
order to esti--一ate the aseislⅥic capacity of flexible reinforced

concrete structures which are composed predominantl■y of long columns

with flexural yielding mode and sufficient hysteretic damplng Capacity,
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it is the most basic approach to calculate the steady-state hysteresis

loops of story shear force and relative story displacernent of long columns

I

subjected tto constant axial load and alternately repeated lateral

load as double curvature system (see Fig. 10).

Assu皿ptions-- In order to calculate the simplified hysteresis loops

of story shear force and relative story displacement of long columns, the

followings are assumed:

(1) Hysteresis loops are in steady-state.

(2) columns are subjected
to a little constant axial load (for example,

about(1/6)No;
N is the ultimate strength of centrally loaded

columns)･
0

(3) The displacement amplitudes of columns are_ sufficient large ellOugh

to glVe Sufficient hysteretic dampln9 CapaCity.

(ら) The elastic deflection of colums is calculated by Mohr-s theorem,

and P△ effec七is neglected.

(5) The plastic deflection of columns is caused only by the plastic

hinges at the top and bottom ends of colu皿nS】 SO that the condition of

constant displacement amplitudes:corr占sponds nearly to that of constant

curvature amplitudes at the plastic hinges (2) (see Fig. ll).

(6) After the flexural yielding, both the compressi･ve and tensile

reinforcements yield, ≧and the compression stress block of concrete is

rectangular (see Fig. 12).

(7)仙en th占compressive reinforcementミyields
before yielding of the

tensile reinforcement and closing of the crack of compressive concrete,

slipping Phenomenon occuf･s in the hysteresis loops of bending moment

and curvature (see Fig. 13).

(8) The effects of the shear force are neglected, and the normal stress

distribution remains plane after bending･

Moment-curvature hysteresis loops1- According to the assumptions
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mentioned above, the moment-curvature hysteresis loops of 七he cross

section of reinforced concrete columns are able to be simplified and

idealized as shown in Fig. 13. The characteristic bending moments,

M and
M and curvatures_I h委 and h垂 are given as follows:

y S y S

M-

fTf打-吉(1-㌔1)㌔1
+

W(1-d･/h-ds/h) ,

C

h垂 =

y

where

and

M
S

flbh
C

2 E
S y

(トdソh-ds/也)

Ⅹ

｡1

-

N/fこbh,

= (1-Kt)

トdソh-d /h
S

M ~
S

h豆-h室町,S

where K- -

xnl(1/w)-1･

(7-a)

(7-b)

(8)

(9-a)

(9-b)

(10)

Load-displacement hysteresis loops- According to the assumptions

mentioned above and to the simplified moment-curvature relationships,

the hysteresis loops of story shear force V
and relative story

displacement占､are able to be calculated as shown in Fig. 1ら. The

characteristic values of VyB,

Ⅴ≡,
sB and 8B are given as follows:

y S

慕-2皐÷,s;-H+9y H

h
I

(ll)
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B
V

S

flbh
C -2#,i,

s:-
8s,iy

(12)

Equまvalent viscous damplng COefficienトー Under cyclic loading, in

realityl reinforcing steels show Bauschinger effect† and concrete also

shows the similar phenomenon, so that V- 8 hysteresis loop of Fig. 1らis

able to be idealiz;ed into such a figure as shown in Fig. 1う. The

equivalent蔓viscous
damping coefficient heq of the V- a hysteresis loop

in Fig. 1うis expressed by the following equation (see -Eq. 1 in Chapter

3):･

heq-三謬(l一本',

s-Ⅴ…/vy?,/a-6a/SyB
･

where

(1二∋)

(i/i)

Then heq is the ftmc七ion of ductility factorjLa and increases with the

increase
ofjLa aS Shown in Fig･ 16･

Fatigue Characteristics of Reinforced Concrete Columns

The
aseismic criterion equation

o(m
O

2h

eq

va, (15) tiOr
mdo=2Vaheq, (1うf)

which were introduced in Chapter 3, 1shoIVS
that heq and necessar)∫ Va

:.are in recIPrOCal proportion･ Considering Eqs･ 13I 15I it is

concluded that the necessary Va decreases
with the increase of

I"a･
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工n
reality,

however, the increase
ofノ/a

1S limited by the number of

cycles until fracture nB due to the fatigue characteristics of

reinforced concrete columns, i･e､･
, jla~nB relatiQnShips･

Assumptions--In order to obtain analytically the′a~nB relationships

of reinforced concrete columns, the followings are assumed:

(1) such flexural mechanisms as we already assumed and idealized to

calculate M一重and V-S relationships are valid here, too.

(2) The stress and strain distributions of cross section at a curvature

amplitude are assumed as shown in Fig･ 12, where 塵･-@a ･

(3) The compressive capacity of concrete stress block at the curvature

amplitude deteriorates with 七he increase of the number of cycles as

shown in Fig･ 17･ The deterioration factor ¢ is expressed by the

following equation :

¢ -

-Ii
logl｡nc, (16)

where n is the number of cycles.
C

Eq. 16 is assuned from the experimental data of plain concrete subjected

to repeated loads with constant strain amplitudes shown in Fig. 18,

which･were given by Yamada and Shimada (3).

(ら) The deterioration of the compressive capacity of concrete stress

block makes ㌔1 and e- increase･
S

(5)仙en e去reaches ceu,

the cross section of reinforced qoncrete

columns tmder cyclic bending moments and constant axial loads collapse

due 七o buckling of compressive reinforcing steelsl because the columns

rlO longer sustalll the spec土f土ed axial lo∈1(]s.

(6) The

longitudinalhone of plastic hinges which produce the plastic

deflections of ･columns
is equal to the total depth of their cross section

h.
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(7) coltmns tmder monotonic loading show flexural
yielding on the

l

condition that the shear story height ratio i (-H/h) is.more than the

critic-al story height ratio =cr.which was derived in the 弓

preceding七hapter(see
Eq. 13 in Chapter 2), that is

H - Her - i;;82',i:,xi冒浩ラ,

F(Ⅹ) =

-o.1Ⅹ2+
o.o9Ⅹ+o.o1.

(17)

(18)

Relationshi

where

s between curvature amplitude and the number of cycles

until fracture--Based upon the assumptions mentioned above and Figs. 12!

17, the relationship between the critical curvature amplitude h垂acr and

the number of cycle声tmtil fracture nB is expressed by the following

equation:

ceu

･nl/や-ds/h

c8u
1 . N

i-(1/8)logl｡nB fこbh
- ds/也

=′h垂
acr

,
(19)

and its tendency is shown in Fig. 19. Eq. 19 is naturally valid only

for the value of Nノ(∫-bh) which王s so appropriately small that plastic
C

hinges occur at the top and bottom of colums and that the･denominator

of the left two sides of it is positive.

Relationships between denec叫n amplitude++and坤e number of cycles

until fracture-- By means of plastic hinge method the deflection

amplitude S 阜s given by the following equation:
a

∫
=H･h(卓一重)→二6tB.a a y y

(20)
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By substituting the left side of Eq. 19 for h蚕 of Eq. 20, the
a

r｡1ati.nship between deflecti｡n amplitude a and the number ｡f cycles
a

until fracture nB is able to be obtain･ Zf one wants the relationship

between ductility factor amplitude pa and the number of cycles until

fracture nB, the following expression is able to be used instead of

Eq. 20:

〟a=1+
H･h(卓一旦■)

a y
(21) ･

The comparison of the calculated results given by Eq. 19 with the

experimental results (ラ) is shown in Fi9. 20. There is a little

quantitative difference but good qualitative agreement between them.

FiglsT21 (a)(b)
sh叫ーthe

tes七specimen and raw data
i.(4)from'which

the test results in Fig. 20 were derived.

Estimation of Aseismic Capacity

Zf a critical nwlber of loading cycles of predominant waves of

earthquakes is glVen, making i七 equal to the number of cycles･until

fracture nB'a Critical deflection
amplitude占､

or a critical
aCr

ductility
amplitムdePacr

is able to be derived from Eqs･ 19, 20 or

Eqs. 19, 21･ Consequently, a critical equivalent viscous damplng

coefficient corresponding nB is able to be calculated by using Eq･ 13･

B
Finally,

maldng Vy equal to Va, the estimation of the aseismic capacity

of long columns becomes
possible

by means of the aseismic criterion

equation, i･e･, Eq･ 1う･ Even if the values of Vaheq of col-ns in a

story- differ from
each other, the summation of them,己(Vaheq)i, is
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able to be considered as the RESONANCE CAPACtTY of this total story

tmder the condition that all the deflection amplitude of them is

identical, because Vaheq is the function only of load-deflection

hysteresまs loop area and deflection amplitude.

Zn this… study, although coluTm-yielding type is treated, if 七he

hysteretic damplng Capacity of beams with slabs is clarified, beam-

yieldin∈】七ype should be taken into accoullt. Generally, the hysteretic

damplng Capacity of beams is more than that of columns, the treatIⅥent

in thisiStudy may be considered to be conservative･

Applications to Standard-Type Reinforced Concrete StrtlCtureS

Assumed conditions--As an example, the aseismic capacity of与-story

reinforced concrete structures without shear walls assumed to belong to

colunn-yielding type is calculated. Zn order to simplify the problem,

calcula七ions are performed only for one colu皿1 0n the ground floor.

The sizes and other properties of this column and the mechanical

properties of materials used are assumed as follows:

H = 300cm(118in)? H-H/h=5, bxh-6ocmx6ocm(23･6inx23･6in),

f
･=

200kg/cmZ(28Lopsi ), fy=Loookg/cmE(57000psi ),
s6y=2･0Ⅹ10づ,C

ceu=らⅩ10づ,
d./h≡d /h=0･1I

S

Reinforcing index w= 0.ilo, 0.3う, 0.30, 0.25, 0.20, 0･15,

the weight of equivalent mass W = 1払ton(317kips)(らstories I 36

ton/story ).

These values are.so selected as to fi七 the most popular and standard

ones in Japan.
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〟acr-nB relationships-- By
using Eqs･ 16, 8, 19, 7, ll, 21, the

relationship between the critical ductility
amplitudepacr and the

number of cycles until fracture nB10f the assumed column is able to be

calculated as shoⅥ1 in Table 1, and glVen by an approximate straight line

in log-log coordinates such as shotm in Fig. 22. This relationship is

valid for- the all assTnned columns with different reinforcing ilin'dices･

a, because h蜜is assumed to be independent of(u(see
Eq. 7-b).

y

Critical ductility amplitude acr-一 工f 七he critical number of

loading cycles of predominant earthquakes which the structure under

consideration undergoes ill its life is about 200 cycles, Fig. 22 shows

that the critical ductility
amplitudejLacr

is about T'5T'for the assumed

column. Judging from Fig. 20 whicII Shows the comparison of the

experimental results with analytical values, the calculated value I-う'-

may be overestimated one･ In this… study, however, it is another

slgnificant object
七o illdicate the procedure and method for the

estimation of aseismic capacityI SO that this value is used for the

followin9 eValuation procedures.

Judgement
of aseismic safety-By usin9 the critical ductility

amplitude tt5--, the right side of the aseismic criterion equation (Eq.

15t), i.e., RESONANCE CAPACITY, 2V h of the assumed columis shown in
a eq

Table 2 which indicates the procedures of calculation with equation

numbers applied. 王f七he maximum acceleration amplitude ratio to that

of gravity of earthquakes, ㌔/g,
is O･3, the left side of Eq･ 15-'i･e･'

input level becomes与3.2 tons (9う.2kips)(=0.3Ⅹ1払tons). By means of

interpolatュ-on) TElble 2 sho1､?S tht--1七 the value of reinforcing index a

more than about O･2L is necessary to ensure the aseismic capacity of the

assumed column.
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The evaluation procedures mentioned above are valid only for tlュe

case in ヽ血ich plastic hinges occurl that is† the assumed colu皿 Should

belong to flexural yielding type･ At the bottom of Table 21七berefore!

the critical shear story height ratios Hcr are calculated in the case

tha七 W-0･Lo～o･1う･ Judging from the values of Hcr, the colu-s with

the reinforced index a less than 0.25 show the flexural yielding type.

Fina11y) it is able to be concluded that the colurrm only with the

reinforcing index value W of about 0.25 has sufficient aseismic

capacity. The base shear coefficient qB Of七he assu別ed与-story

reinforced concr･ete flexible structure must be assLumed to be the value

from O･うto O･6 for the aseismic design, iWhere qB is expressed as

follows:

qB-Va/W- (㌔/g)/2h ･

eq

ら-ら. Concluding Remarks

(22)

Based upon the fundamental concepts of the aseismic capacity of

reinforced concrete structures proposed in jchapter 3,

the aseismic capacity and safety of七he main 七wo 七ypes of real medium

or low rise reinforced concrete structur?sl i･e･I rlgid and flexible

structures ar･e investigated by calculations.

The most typlCal types of real reinforced coIICrete Structures are

adopted as the
objects of calculations, and as a result) the followings

are concluded.
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As for rlgid structures which are assumed to be composed of a

large number of short column and shear wall units and a small number of

long colunn tmits) therefore which show shear fracture mode without

deformation ductility;

(1)The factors of aseismic characteristics,
i.e., fracture modes, wall

ratios w and natural periods T are, able to be illustrated shown in

cvt-FVtplane, Where c*,
J8

and dt are the nu血ers of pieces of long

column u., short coltmln u. and shear wall
u･, respectively (see Figs･ら,

ラ, 6,'8).

(2) Judging from the natural periods of medium or low rise structures

less than 1 sec･ and from the general tendency of response spectruTl (Chapt.3)

it is able to be considered that 七he lateral load at earthquakes is

nearly equal to the dead load of them･

(3) According to the aseismic concept that rigid structures with little

hysteretic da皿plng Capacity should resist against ear七bquakes through

story shear force capacityl the maximum number of stories is able to be

illustrated by contour1ines in叫′れj5/オplane, too (see Figs･ 7, 8)･

(ら) wall ratio w proved to be the most significant factor against

earthquakes (see Figs. 5, 8) with
the evidence of real damaged example>s

(see Fig. 9).

As for flexible structures which are assumed to be composed only of

long column tmits which show flexural yielding type,I

(1) According to the aseismic criterion equation, Eq. 15', the aseismic

capacity of flexible structures by RESONANCE CAPACITY) 2V h ･

a eq

(2) va, i･e･; relative story
force amplitude is equal to relative story

B
flexural yielding force V and glVen aS the function of reinforcing

y

index a(see Eqs_ 7, ll)..

(3) h is given by the ftmction of relative story displacement
eq
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amplitude a (or ductility factor
amplitudePa)

as expressed by Eq･ 13･
a

(ら) As fatigue characteristics of reinforced concrete long columns

subjected
to cyclic lateral loading, the relationships betlVeen relative

story displacement amplitude a (or ductility factor
amplitudeJla) and

a

the number of cycles until fracture nB are able to be glVen analytically

by Eqs･ 19, 20 (or Eqs･ 19, 21) (see Fig. 22).

(5) By
applying the number of predominant waves of earthquakes to such

relati6nships7.a Critical ductility amplitudej(acr･is able to be decided･

(6) Finally, the limited value of equivalent viscous damping coefficient

heq is given by Eq･ 13･

(7) As a result of the case study onらIStOry reinforced concrete

structure which is assumed to show column-yielding type) the following

values are necessary to ensure sufficient aseismic capacity and safety:

w
= 0･2ち=】 for the coluTmS On the ground floor?

qB
= 0･う～0･6, for the base story･
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NOでAで工ON

A
S

At
S

b

d

=

area of tension reinforcement

=

area of compression reinforcement

=

width of cross section of colu皿S

= distance from cen七roid of tension reinforcement
S

to the tensile face of colu皿1S

dI = d土s七a工1Ce from extreme compression fiber to

centroid of compression reinforcement

ど() = fracture criterion function of concrete under

∫

y

fI
C

co皿bined normal and shear stresses

=

yield stren9th of reinforcement

=

compressive strength of concrete

=

modulus of shear of concrete

g
-

acceleration of gravity

H =
story height

H =

H/h

h = total depth of cross section of concrete

heq =

equivalent viscous damplng coefficient

K =

stiffene5S Of aseismic units

K' -

slipping factor (-N/fこbhu'-i)

L =

sparl length

M = bending moment

M" =

yield moment

M -

slipplng moment
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m

N

N
O

nB

n
C

n
Cr

qB

S

= maSS

=

axial force

=

ultimate strength of centrally loaded coltms

- tlュe number of cycles tlntil fracture

=

number of cycles

=

critical number of stories

= base shear coefficient

=

slipping coefficient (=Ms/My, Vs/Vy)

T = natural period

t = thickness of shear wallsj

V =

story shear force

VLC = V of structures when LC elements show flex-al y王eldin9

Vsc = V
of structures when

SC
elements show shear yielding

Vsw

㌦cy

vscy

vswy

vB

y

vB
S

= V of structures when SW elements show shear fracture

= V of LC elements when they show flexural yielding

= V of
SC

elements when they show shear yielding

= V of SW elements when they show shear fracture

= V of columns when they show flexural yieldin9

= V of columns when they show flexural slipplng

va =

story shear force amplitude

w = wall ratio

W =

seismic weight

Wo = distributed seismic weight

X =

N/N｡

x = lateral displacenlent Of one mass system

xnl
=

ratio of distance from extreme compression fiber

toneutralaxis to the total depth of cross section

of columns
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LCu = long cohmln unit

SCu =

short coltmm unit

SWu =

shear wa11 tmit

α =

number of pleCeS Of LCu

c/o
=

acceleration amplitude of sinusoidal ground motion

β
=

number of pleCeS Of SCu, amplification factor of ■resp･

accel.

S =

re~1ative story displacement

& -a皿pli七ude of ∫

SLC - Sat whic.h
LCu shows flexural yielding

8sc = Sat which SCu shows shear yielding
C

W

B

y

Ss
y

= Sa七which SWu shows shear fracture

= flexur｡1 component.f 6 at which ｡｡Iu皿nS Show fl｡Ⅹur｡1
y

yielding

-

shear c｡mp｡nen七｡f a ｡t which columns Show shear
y

yielding

㌍ = number of pieces of
S帆1,

ratio of distance center-to-

a
C u

e,
C y

6
S y

center of reinforcement on opposite facesof columns to h

= ultimate compressive strain of concrete

=

yielding compressive strain of concrete (idealized)

= yielding strain of reinforcement

(〟
=

geometrical ratio of tensile reinforcement

′

w =

geometrical ratio of compressive reinforcement

ia -

curvature amplitude

gacr
=

critical curvature amplitude

亀
=

slipplng Curvature

¢ = deterioration factor of compressive stress block of
`

concre七e
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x =s8y/cey

〟a
- ductility factor amplitude,

〟acr
=

critical〟a
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Table l･ critical hctility Factor Amplitudes

nB CyC 100 101 102 103 10斗 105 106 107 108

1.000 0.875 0.750 0.625 0.500 0.375 0.250 0.125 0.000

0.ZO

40･0 31･10 24･00 18･i!813･33 9.23 S･71 2･67 0･OO

5.00

1.25

9.40 7.24 5.56 4.16 3.00 2.02 1.17

Table 2･ Estimatim of A5eisnic Capacity and Safety

u~ 0.400.350.300.Z50.200.15 Eq.

り′fLbh2
M5/ftbh2

S

0.4000.3600.3200.2800.240'0.200 7-a

0.2400.2000.1600.1ZOO.0800.040 9-a

0.6000.5560.5000.4290.3550.200 ll,1Z,14

tlacr

h
eq

ffbhton
C

ら.0

0.3310.3180.30ZO.2820.2540.217 13

7-a

720

f'bh2t-cm
C

v%,t;=

45200

･L.17280155SO1382012100103708640

llS.2103.792.180.769.157.6 ll

2VBh.ton
yeq

･o吋gton

76.566.055.645.555.125.0

43j2

Judgement 000'0ⅩⅩ 15卜

㌔′f㌔b
X(-N/N.)

1.81.71.61.51.41.i

0.11110.11760.1Z500.15350.14290.1558 18

F(X) 0.13700.13860.14050.14220.14430.1465 18

再
Cr

7.4Z6.605.795.004.2Z3.47 17

realH ら.0

Frac.かbdes SSSS,FFF 17
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Fig. 1 Aseismic Units and their Deformation Modes
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Fig. 2 Cro5S Section of Assumed

Reinforced Concrete Column

V tons
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(a)

(b)
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;
= Fig.4 Fracture Modes of Reinforced CLoncrete structures

A;Fig.5 Wall Ratios of Reinforced Concrete Structures
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CHAPTER う

RE工NFORCED CONCRETE STRUCTURES WITH ASYMMETR工C SHEAR WALLS

うー1. 工ntroduction

工n Chapter 3, the fundamental concept of aseismic capacity that

reinforced concrete shear walls resist against earthquake loading

through their shear resisting capacity and
long coluⅡ汀1S through their

hysteretic damping Capacity was derived from the aseismic characteristics

of reinforced concrete structures and members. In Chapterら, this basic

idea was applied to the real- types of reinforced concrete structures,

i･e., mediu皿Or low rise buildings with and withou七 shear walls.in order

to estimate
the

aseismic capacity and safety of them.

】■

工n this !chapter, furthermore, such evaluation methods of aseismic

capacity are applied七o two types of reinforced concrete structures,

i.e., low rise buildings with… shear walls asymetrically arranged

ぞ1n
Plan.

The aseiLqmic capacity ofミthis type

is estimated on the basis of the combination of the aseismic concepts

of rlgid and flexible structures. When the shear rigidity and capacity

of asymnetric shear walls are sufficient) the structures resist against
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earthquakes tbrough七he story shear resisting capacity of七he shear

walls at the center of torsional vibration and through the hysteretic

damplng Capacity of flexural membersl i･e･I long colu--s･

After the asy-etric shear wa山collapses with shear fracture

modes, the
resistanc占ミOf

it. should be neglected in the process of

the evaluation of aseismic capacity.

うー2. Assumed Conditions

工n order to simplify the estimation method of the aseismic capacity

and safety o.∫ reinforced concrete structures with asy皿etrically

arranged shear walls in plan) the following idealized conditions are

ass血ed:

Assumed structure-- Reinforced concrete structure is assumed to be

composed of rigid frames with one-story and rectangular plansI Which

contain only long columns and shear walュs as aseismic elements.
Lopg

columns exist on grid points and shear walls on grid lines asymmetrically

in plan･ A typlCal plan and its notations are shown in Fig･ 1I Where

G is the center of gravityI E is the center of rlgidityI 9 and w

indicate the elements of long colum and shear wall.

Critical states- When such structures are subjected to sinusoidal

ground accelerations, they may reach the steady-state resonance■ of

predominant torsional vibration. According to the fundamental concepts

describedinChapter

_3)
such a state is able to be considered as the

critical state in which the aseismic capacity of the structures is

evaluated･ 工n
such a statel the followlrlgS are assumed as for
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structural members
:

(1) The lateral displacemen七 amplitudes of shear walls are under the

criticalbnes
at which the shear walls show the maximum shear resisting

l

capacity.

(2) The lateral displacemen七 amplitudes of long columns exceed

yielding points.

(3) The long colums with the maximum excentricity from the center of

torsional vibration have the critical displacement (or ductility)

amplitudes.

AsstmlPtions for analytical expressions--In order to express the

critical states and aseismic capacity of the structures analytically,

the followings are assumed:

(1) The loof slabs of the structures are rigid enough.

(2) The sinusoidal lateral forces ac七on the center of gravity.

(3) The structures show only torsional vibration around the center of

rlgidity, which is assumed七o coincide with七be center.of torsional

vibration.

(ら) The center of rigidity resists against forced vibrations七hrough

the shear resi畠ting capacity of shea土, walls under the condition that

they have sufficient shear rigidity and capacity.

(ラ) The center of rigidity does not move during vibrations.

(6) The torsional rigidity of shear walls is neglected.

(7) The
effects of viscous dampingiare neglected and only the hysteretic

J

dampln9 CapaCity of long colums
王s taken into account.

(8)工n order to apply quantitatively the procedures Ⅱlent土oned above
to

real structures】 the load-displacement characteristics of shear walls

and
long columns muS七 be glVen aS follows:

Shear walls--The load-displacement relationship of shear walls
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under one
waymonotonic loading is shown inFig. 2, and V

and 8 are

Wy wy

approximately given as follows (i):

V

Wy

- + f:Aw,

=らⅩ10-3･H.

(i-a)

(1-b)

Long columns-As for long columns subjected
to cyclic bending in

the direction of the principal axis of colum-sec七ionl the moment-

curvature bysteresis loop is the basic characteristic and shown in

Fig･ 3I Where the characteristic values are expressed as follows■:

･y

-i÷(1-Ⅹnl)Ⅹnl+-dlfこbh2,

1
･s - il-(Ⅹnl-u,

-i)lw吾がfこbh2
,

jgy =

2 8L

JLと

h㌻
'

(2-a)

(2-b)

(2-c) where

xnl-諾訂･
(3)

C

Based upon the moment-curvature bysteresis loop and the

deterioration of rlgidity of reinforcement due to the Bauschinger

effect, the hysteresis loop of shear force V and relative story
C

displacement of long columns is illustrated as shown in Fig.ら, where

the cbarac七eristic values are expressed asでollows:

2M 2M

=_ヱ⊥
Ⅴ

-._ヱ
cy 班

I Sy H
I

1

Scy
-言5yHモ

(ら)

でbe relationship of torsional moment M and torsional angle β of
C

】_ong columns around the torsional cellter Of 七he structures is
able to

be shown in Fig･ 5) where

･cy-vcyec, 8- i･ (ラ)
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(9) =t must be noted that the long colu-s show flexural yielding type

under the condition that

H = H

‡x+2(1+X)wj針

cr=喜･言F(Ⅹ)
,

wllere F(Ⅹ)
=

(6)

-o.1Ⅹ2 +o.o9Ⅹ +0.01. (7)

(10) The yielding condition of the long cohmns subjected to biaxial

bending is given by circular function such as shown in Fig. 6 (2).

namic Idealization of Structures

According to the assumptions and Fig. 1, the structures with

asymmetric shear walls are able to be idealized as shoⅥ一in Fig. 7･

The differential equation of motion for the dynamic model shown in

Fi9. 7 is expressed by

IEO ･

5k8cfc(wt･8)
+ (竜ezwkw)0

-

-meGα｡COS(q'ot ･4) ,

l

]i(8)

where 工E is the polar momen七of inertia of the mass around E, which

is given by

2
IE=meG十王G, (9)

kec is the polar moment of kc of long column element c around

E, which is glVen by

k色｡ -

e≡k｡,
(10)

f (wt, 8 ) is the function of restoring force of long column
C

element c shown in Fig.ラ.
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工n the case of steady-state resonance, by integrating the both

sides of Eq.8 with respect to a over one cycle, the left side becomes

尭kecfc(wt,0)dβ･i･e･, ZcAc,

where A is the area of the M
-8

hyst'eresis loop in Fig. 5, and the
C C

right side becomes

me｡doOa7C, because

サニsin~'(-1)ニー若･
On the other hand, the equivalent viscous damplng coefficient of

the M
-0

hysteresis loop h is expressed by

C eq

l A
C

eq

-ー~か｡y8｡
h = 与7Z; (ll)

Therefore, the left side of Eq. 8 becomes 2フ7:Bヱ(h M ).
a eq~ cy

Finally, as the equiribriu皿 equation of energy in the steady-state

resonance of torsional vibration, the followin9 eXpreSSion is derived:

2ファ8Z(h M ) =

meGdo8a7T,a eq Cy

2五(h M

eq Cy
) =

mc*oeG.

then

5づ･ Aseismic Criterion Equations

Criterion Equations of Aseismic Safety

(12)

(13)

工t is
reasonable that Eq. 13 is similar to the criterion equation

of aseismic safety of long columns, m α = 2heqVa, which is derived in
O
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Chapter 3. ConsequentlyI Eq･ 13 is 七he criterion equation of the

aseismic safety of the reinfor･ced concr･ete structures with asymmetric.

shear walls) and then the:rightside of it) i･e･) RESONANCE CAPACITY

corresponds to the aseismic capacity of them･ 工n
addition】 according

to the assumptions that (i) the lateral displacement of shear walls are

alwa'ys毒below
gw, and (2) the center of rigidity is subjected

to the

lateral load W, the following criterion eqtlations of shear walls should

be satisfied:

in x-direction;

in y-direction;

Cr

where

二乙k + コこk
W WX C CX

∑ k + ∑k
W Wy C Cy

JJc;6Tcy
(e )

C max

･ 8cr(ewy)max -- gtJy ･ ;(14)

I+ 8cr(ewx)max --Swy
,

(15)

(16)

which is decided by the fatigue characteristics of the lon9 COlu皿S With

the maximum e .

C

using the equation heq

-欝(ll pit
for the slipping type of

hysteresis loop derived in Chapterら, Eq. 13 becomes

号[%(ト左よvcy(ec)
】-mcbeG , (17,

where

jjcr
-

8cr/8cy - (6tca/ec)/(8cy/ec)
= gca/scy, (18)

モand8ca and 8cy are the critical deflection amplitude and yielding

deflection of the long columns with max･ ec･ Of course, in the case

thatjjcr <- i, heqc becomes zero･
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Fatigue Characteristics

On the application of Eq. 17 to real cases, the critical duc七ili七y

amplitude〟｡r
of the long COlumns with maX･e｡ must be 91Ven･ Regarding

reinforced concrete square cr･oss section subjected
to tmiaxial cyclic

bending moments (see Fig. 8), the relationship between curvature

amplitude and the number of cycles until fracture was already derived

in Chapter左as follows:

c£u

1 XNo d
-

ト(1/8)logl｡nB- fこbh
h

=

h否 .

aCr

Then七he critical ductility
amplitude〃｡r

was expressed by

′｡r=1+
h■(@a一覧?H

Scy

(19)

(20)

On the other hand, lthe long colums in such structures as show

torsional vibration are subjected
to bi-axial cyclic bendin9 mOmentS.

As an extreme case, let a square cross section be undergo diagonal

bending moment such as shown in Fig. 9. 工f the same assumptions for

fatigue collapse as those in Chapterらare applied, axial force N is

glVen by

･ -訓- (xnlh.).2f･ (1- ilogl｡nB),O C

and curvature amplitude is glVen
by

h垂
= c6u

a

xnl一方(d･/h)

(21)

(22)
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consequently, h@a-nB relationship for diagonal bending, the

following equation is given:

= h空.
a

(23)

Comparing h宮 in Eq. 19 with that in Eq. 23 under the conditions
a

that
XN./fこbh

-

1/6, dT/h
- 0･1, nB

- 200 cycles, the deterior'ation

ratio
becomes

XN

o dl

f㌔h(ト1/81.oglOnB) h

∫-bh(1-1/8loglOnB)
C

-

-I-?E'

=

0.367.

(2ら)

Judgin9 from the value of such a deterioration ratiol in order to

s'implify the analytical expressionl here) the critical ductility

amplitude of square cross section under bi-axial cyclic bending is

proposed to be:

〟cre =〟｡r
sine

+
cosβ

such as shown in Fig. 10 as a diamond figure.

(2う)

5-ら. Application to Real Structures With Asynvnetric Shear Walls

Outlines of Assumed Structure
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At the Tokachi-Oki Earthquake in 1968, the Hachinohe City Library,

a one-story reinforced concrete structure with extremely asymetric

shear walls, was damaged due to torsional deformations (3). As an

example! the aseヱsmic capacity and safety of a reinforced concrete

structure) which is similar to the Hachinohe City Library and is

simplified more than the proto type, are investigated･ The outlines of

the assumed structure are as follows:

(1) The plan and section of it are sholm in Fig. ll.

(2)The sections of
beams, columns and shear walls are sho､m in Fig. 12･

The thickness of slabs is 13.5cm (5.3in).

(3) concrete strength for design is f--18okg/cm2(256opsi), and yieldirlg
C

strength of reinforcement for design is f
=2Lookg/cm2(3L.1ksi).

y

(ら) considering the effects of rigid pannel action of slabs, the parts

of rlgid frames
without shear walls show column-yielding type.

Judging from the proportion of the plan, the torsional vibration

due to horiz;ontal force in x-direction is considered to be predominant,

which coincides with the real fracture mode of the Hachinohe City

Libraryl SO that) here7 the aseismic capacity of this kind of

deformation is discussed.

Load-Displacement Relationships of Shear Walls

As for the structure shown in Fig･ ll, Aw is given aS follows:

for :K9axis; Aw - 12Ⅹ(720Ⅹ3-2i10-200) - 206oo cm2,

for!㊤a迄is;
Aw - 12Ⅹ(720Ⅹ2-100'- 16100

cm!･
2
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Then V is glVen aS follows:

Wy

forJ ① axis;
Vwy - (1/ux18o去20600xlO13 - 930 tons,

for.･B
axis;

Ⅴ叩- (1/i)x18ox16100Ⅹ10-3 - 720 tons･

The critical displacemen七6wy is glVen by

6
=与Ⅹ10~3xら20

= 1.68cm.
Wy

Consequently! the load displacement characteristics of the shear

walls subjected
to monotonic loading on

are shown in Fig. 1二∋.

Load-Displacement Relationships ofl Long

至①andl,i㊨

Col ums

axes in x-direction

The characteristic values of the hysteresis loop of long column-

elements (including beam-elements) are given in accordance with flexural

equations described above as follows:

vcy=9･Otons, 6Tcy- 2･5dm･ s-o･2･

血d 〟cr is assumed to be 4･O because of relatively small axial forces･

me hysteresis loop and skeleton curve are shoⅥ1 in Fig･ 14

The Center of でorsional Vibration

As the first approximation† the center of rlgidity in the文一

direction assumed to be determined only by the rigidity of shear walls

and to be located on the position with 1.6m (=3.6mxL130/98o) distance

1

fro叫
J (∋axis to the right hand side (see Fig. 1う)･ As the next step,

the position of the center of torsional vibration is calculated by
.

mea∫1S Of the corrected rigidity in the x-direction shown 土n Fig･ 1う,
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where the torsional deformation of the structure is sholm around the

firstly assumed center of rlgidityI Which is limited by the critical･

ductility,ら.o, of the columns With max.e .

C

Finally, the position of the center of rlgidityl Which is assumed

to coincide with the center of tors土onal vibration】 is glVen by the

distance from㌢

yE=

axis to the right hand side,

0.9ⅩらⅩo+1.2ⅩらⅩ7.2+1. 7ⅩらⅩ1ら.ら+3.1ⅩらⅩ211. 6+3. 6Ⅹ与x36.o+

+う50Ⅹ28. 8+与30Ⅹ32.ら

o.9xら+1.2Ⅹ左+1. 7Ⅹら+3.1Ⅹら+3.6Ⅹら+5うO+430

Examination of Shear Walls Deformation

= 30.03 m.

Let the seismic weight of the structure
be

about
1000 tons (2200

kips). on the other hand, the shear resisting capacity of the all

shear walls in the x-direction is 1650 tons (=930t+720t, see Fig. 13).

Thereforel the center of torsional vibration has sufficient static shear

resisting capacity･ 工f it has poor shear resisting capacity, the

aseismic capacity of the structure should
be

estimated as a flexible

type.

By u_sing Eq･

14
㌔ the e,Ⅹamination of the deformation

of亨申axis
shear walls is able to be carried ou七 as follows:

w - 1000tons, ∑kwx -

550t/cm+L30t/cm (see Fig･ 13),

■
吾kcx

-

0･9ⅩL+1･2ⅩL+1･7Ⅹi+3･1xらj+3･6x4
- 42･O t/cm ･

8cr -与Ⅹ2･5cm/3003cm
- O100333 rad･,

then

(e )
Wy max

W

∑k +=k
w WX C CX

-

36ocm-(3003cm-らⅩ720cm) - 2う7cm,

for't9

･ 8cr(e叩)max - 1･O
cm≦ ♂叩= 1･68 cm･

aXISI
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I:

Consequently) it is fotmd thatr

collapse before】こ

㊨ axis shear walls will never

axis columns fracture due to flexural fatigue.

Evaluation of AseまsIT止c Capacity

=n steady-state resonance of torsional vibration, the aseismic

capacity is estimated by the left side of Eq. 17･ Considering the

lateral displacement in the x-directionl the critical ductility factor

must be corrected as follows:

1000

∑k +･∑k
･w WX a CX

5う0+ら30+42. 0
= 0.98 cm

,

then
JIcr

- (与Ⅹ2･うーO･98)/2･5 -

3･6-3･5 ･

Consequently, the aseismic capacity王s calculated as follows:

(1-krc'vcy'ec'〕-

+15.63+8.43ト

5 + 9xO.2

Liフ7;

16x30.03

3.5

x9x[4x(30.03+22･83+

】 = 838tm. (26)

The judgement of aseismic safety is pe幸rformed on the assumption

that CY./g
- 0･3･ The right side ofEq･ 17 is given by

md.e｡
-

1000Ⅹ0･3x(30･03与36･o)
- 36o9 tm･ (27)

Comparing the value of Eq. 26 with that of Eq. 27, the aseismic

safety of the assumed structure against torsional vibration proved not

to be sufficient･ Tn factl the Hachinohe City Library was heavily

damaged due to the torsional deformat3'_On arOtmd the asymmetric shear

walls (3).
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うーう. Concludin9 Remarks

The aseismic capacity of low rise building with asymmetric shear.

walls is investigated quantitatively, on the basis of the aseismic-

conceptsミdescribedin
Chapter 3･ The analytical procedures and

equations used for the evaluation of aseismic capacity and the concrete

examples of application ,to
real types of reinforced concrete structures

are shown.

As for low rise reinforced coヮcrete structures with asymmetric

shear walls, the followings are concluded:

(1) when the shear capacity of asymmetric shear walls are enough to

resist against the lateral load equal to ミseismicweight, the ～

aseismic capacity of structures is able to be estimated on the condition

of steady-state resonance of torsional vibration.

(2) The aseismic capacity of sJch structures is evaluated by the left

side of Eq･ 1二∋or Eq. 17, i.e., the hysteretic dampin9 CapaCity of long

column elements.

(3) The
aseismic safety is also examined

by the aseismic criterion

equation, Eq･ 1う or 17･

(ら) As a result of application of Eq. 17七o a typical type of real

re'inforced concrete structure (see Figs. ll, 12), its aseismic safety

proved not to be sufficient.

(ラ) 工t is shoヽm the aseismic capacity of structures with asymmetric

shear walls is proportional to the hysteretic damplng Capacity of the
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colu皿S - and
to their distances from the center of torsional vibration,

but is reciprocal of the distance between the center of 9raVity and that'

of rigidity, eG (see Eq･ 17)･
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NOTATION

A = cross sectional area of shear walls
W

Ac = area of Mc
-a

hys七eresis loop of long colu-

element c

b = width of cross section of coltmlnS

c = notation of long column element

d = dis七ance from extreme compression fiber 七o

centroid of tension reinforcement

dT = distance from extreme compression fiber to

centroid of compression reinforcement

d = dis七ance from centroid of tension reinforcement
S

to the tensile face of columns

E = cen七er of rlgidity of structures

ec = distance from E to long col-n elemen七¢

(?c)m& m?ximtm value of ec

eG
= distance from E to G

e = dis七ance from E to shear wall element w
W

F()'- fractur? criterion equation of concrete tmder

combined normal and shear stresses

f去
=

compressive strength of concrete

fy =

yield strength of reinforcement

f (wt,a) =

resisting force function of M
C

G =

cen七er of gravity of structures

g
=

acceleration of gravity

C
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H =

s七ory height of long colums and shear walls

H* =

story heigh七 of short colums

H =

critical story height
Cr

H =

H/h

H
=H /h

cr Cr

h = total depth of cross section of columns

h

eq

工E

=

equivalent damplng coefficient

=

polar moment of inertia of mass around a

IG =

POlar moment of inertia of mass around G

K =

stiffeness of story of structures

k
=polarmoment ofstiffenessk (=e2･k )

OC a C C

kc =

stiffeness of long cohmn element c

k =

stiffeness of shear wall element w

W

Mc = torsional moment of long colu- element c around E

(=e●Ⅴ )
C C

Mcs = slipping Mc

Ms = slipping bending moment

M

M

=

yield bending moment

cy

=

yielding Mc

m
=

maSS

N =

axial force

No =

ultimate strength of centrally loaded colu-s

nc
=

number of cycles

R =

relative story displacement angle

Ra
=amplj･tude of R

㌔ =yieldingR

s =

slipping coefficient (=Ms/My7
=Mcs/Mcy)

t = thickness of shear walls, time
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Ⅴ =

relative story shear force

V

y

= yielding V

vcy = vy of long column element c

vc =一V ofL long column element c

vcs =

slipplng･ Vc

V = V of shear wall element w

W

V = V of shear wall element w

Wy y

W =

seismic weight of structures

w =

notation of shear wall element

x =

co-ordinate】 suffix of direction

xnl
=

ratio of distance from extreme compressive fiber to

neutral axis to the total depth of cross section of

y

yE

●●

2:G

㌔

節

Ca

Cy

5
W

6Twy

sty

columns

=

co-ordinate, suffix of direction

= distance from end axis to E of structure

=

acceleration of ground motion

=

acceleration amplitude of sinusoidal ground motion

=

ratio of distance center-to-center of reinforcement

on opposite fac(辞of colums to h

=

relative story displacement

- 6.I 1.ng c.1um element c

=

amplitude.I 6
C

-

yielding 6
C

= Sot shear wall element w

=

fra｡ture占､W

=

yield strain of reinforcement

cey

= (idealized) yield-compressive strain of concrete
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ce,u

=

ultimate compressive strain of concrete

更a
=

curvature amplitude

房｡cr
=

Critical雫a

fy
=

yielding curvature

β = torsional- angle of s七ruc七ure

βcr -

critical torsional angle

8a - torsional angle amplitude. (-範｡/ec)

〟｡r｡
≡ ductility factor of long column element c at B｡r

〟｡r
= critical ductility factor

pcr8 =Pcr
of cross sectionunder 8-direction cyclic bending

x = (a/a )
S y C y

W = tensile reinforcing index, natural circular frequellCy

′

w
=

compressive reinforcing index

wo
=

circular frequency of earthquake waves
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+Vsyl

I

呈Fig･ 4 Story
･Shear

Force - 'Displacement Relationship

i of Long Column Element

iFig. 5 Torsional Moment - Anglel Hy5tereSis Loop

[of Long Column Eleme叫s

i
(a) yield Story Shea干Force (b) Yield Displacement

Fig. 6 Yield Function of Long Column Elements
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iii
Fig･ 7 Dymamic Model of Structure With Asymetric Shear Wall

essive Zone

捕
h

｣
トb=■h.

iFig･8Cross Section, Bent around

Principal Axis

Fig.9 Cross Section, Bent around
Diagonal Axis

!Fig･10 Critical Ductility Factor Function of Columns under

:Biaxial Bending
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Fig･ 13 Story Shear Force-Displacement Relationships

iof Assumed Shear Walls

i Fig.14 Story Shear Force-Displacement Hysteresis Loop

乍of Assumed Long Columns
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CHAPでER 6

MULTI-STORY REINFORCED CONCRETE STRUCTURES WITH

AND WITHOUT CANTILEVER-TYPE SHEAR WALLS

6-1. 工ntroduction

Zn this Chapter, the evaluation method of aseismic capacity are

applied to muユti-story reinforced concret占 buildings with and without

cantilever-type shear walls. The aseismic capacity of this type

building is evaluated by the same way as applied to the flexible

structuresjidescribed in Chapter i-･ =f the cantilever-type shear walls

in muユti-story structures never collapse due to shear force
and bendin9

moment, which should be aimed in design, Such structures belong to

flexible type and the yieldin9 phenomenon of it is caused by the flexural

yielding of beams and columns in the part of rlgid frames and of beams

adjacent
to shear walls. でherefore, this type of reinforced concrete

structures also resists against earthquakes through the bysteretic

damplng Capacity.

After the shear walls collapse with shear fracture mode) the

resistance of shear walls should be neglected in the farther processes

of the evaluation of aseismic capacity.
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6-2. Assumed Conditions

The fundamental concept of aseismic capacity`described in Chapter二∋

is able to be applied to multi-story reinforced concrete s,tructures with

shear walls･
The basic idea applied here) is that oIlly the hysteretic

damp1.ng Capacity of the plastic hinges of flexural members in structures

resists against earthquakes under the condition that shear walls never

collapse. The equations used in the estimation procedures for

aseismic capacity are derived from the following assumptions on muユti-

story structures :

(i) Multi-story reinforced concrete structures consist of rigid frames

including cantilever type shear walls (see Fig. 1-a).

(2)The yielding of the structures subjected
to lateral loads is

caused by the plastic hinges which occur･s at the ends of beams and

colums in frames and at the end5 0f beams
adjacent

to shear walls.

｣

(3) cantilever type shear walls are designedtneither
to show flexural nor

shear yielding before the yielding of beams and columns.

(ち) As simulated and simplified waves of earthquakes, sinusoidal ground

acceleration zG=yolboswot is considered･

(ラ) The aseismic capacity of the structures is determined under the

condition of steady-state resonance† and input energy is absorbed only

by the hysteretic damplng energy Of flexural yielding beams and columns･

6-j. Aseismic Criterion Equations

Criterion Equations of Aseismic Safety
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A typical type of multi-story reinforced concrete structures with

cantilever type shear walls.is shown in Fig･ 1(-a' and its mechanically

idealiz.ed凹Odel is shown in Fig.トb(1). There
exists the following

relationship between the vector matrix iRl of relative story displacement

angle and iV) of story shear force:

〔軸+-〔KB)
･

〔Kw]〕iRl -川,
(1)

where印,
〔KB]and 〔Kwlrepresent the stiffeness matrices of rigid

frames without shear walls, beams
adjacent

to shear walls and shear

walls, respectiヽrely.

According to the assumption (ち), the right side of Eq. 1 is

expressed by

‡vl･ 〔M]t'il-

-[M] il)'z'｡ニー【M)Ilic*｡coswot~ ,
(2)

where [M] is the mass matrix of the structure. By integrating with

respecヤto tR3 over one cycle'Eq･ 2 is expressed
by

i([[KFl･

〔KBl･〔Kwl]tR)･【叫i?5)･dtR‡Tニー【叫tlJヰos呼･dfRJT
･ ','

Assuming that (R!-ぎR｡cos(wet+中)3
,

(ら)

and according to the asstmptions (i)(2)(3)(5), Eq. 3 fina11y becomes

AFi ･ABi-

'J!iWj'号-ai
, `i-1,!･･･,n', (う'

where W｣ is the weight of jth Story, and AFi and ABi are･the area of

V-R hysteresis loops of rlgid frames and be9mS adjacent to shear walls

in lth Story, reSPeCtively･

As an aseismic criterion equation, finally,the
following皇

expression･ is glVen:
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2Z(Ⅴ
.h .)yl eql

n

(芸w.)J生
J=iJ

g†

(6)

where Vyi and heq土are the yielding story shear force and the equivalent

viscous damping coefficient of V-R hysteresis loops of columns and beams

in rlgid frames and beams
adjacent

to shear walls in lth StOry･ In

order to use Eq･ 6 as an aseismic criterion equation iquantitatively, the

following aseismic characteristics are necessary.

Ⅴ-良 hysteresis loop--The moment Mー--
curvature垂 hysteresis loop of

reinforced concrete cross section was already glVen by Eq. 2 in Chapter

5 (see Fig. 13 in Chapterら). The hysteresis loops of story shear

force V and relative story displacement angle R of beams
and columns are

shown in Fig･ 2, where Vy, Vs,

㌔
are determined according to the

deflection and yielding types of members such as Shown in Fig. 3.

For column yielding type (see Fig. 3-a);

v
=2My/H,

V
=2Ms/H･ Ry=l/6･SH･

y S I y

For beam yielding type (see Fig. 3-b);

Ⅴ =

2M/L･L/H*, Vs = 2M/H*, Ry =

1/6･iyL ,

y y S

(7)

(8)

where H* is the distance from the inflection point of lower column to

that of upper column.

For beam,
adjacent

to shear walls, yielding type;

1
V ニ

ー

y H*

jLw

･1+LLF,My ,
Vs -

i(l卦s
,

3Lw

A

-号･至yLF/(1.LLF)
,

y

(9-a)

(9-b)
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where 3L-/LLF
is deri.ved from the assumption that the zero deflection

point of beams
adjacent

to shear walls nearly coincides with the

inflection point indicated by the point
A

such as shown in Fig. 3-c.

The effects of slabs on the flexural characteristics of beaIⅥS are

in this
papersneglected.

叫-From the V-良 hys七eresis

loop of Fig･ 2I the equivalent viscous dampln9 coefficient
is derived by

where

heq

-乏諾(1-J17t',

s-vs/㌔, ♪cr-Ra/Ry･

Other
critical characteristics--The

(10)

(ll)

critical. ductility factorノノcr

is expressed as the function of the number of cyclesuntil fracture nB

such as presented already by Eqs. 19, 20 in Chapterう. The critical

span ratio Hcr ､ぬich was expressed by Eq･ 6 in Chapterうalso should be

examined in order to avoid shear fracture of flexural members.

6-ら･ ApplicationLl; tO Real Muユti-Story Reinforced Concrete Structures

With Shear Walls

The key plan of a structure which is selected as a sample is shown

in Fig.ら, which is composed of rectangular rigid frames with 3･6m

(ll.8ft) story height and 7.Om (23.Oft) span length and of cantilever

type shear walls. でhe aseismic capacity of such a structure subjected

to earthquake loading in x-direction is investigated for七he ヮth Story

counted from its top. The rlgid frames in that story consist of the
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beams and columns such as shown in Fig.ラ, whose sections are assumed

to be
all

the same in that story.

The various characteristic values of beams and columns and their

calculation processes are shown in Table i, where the basic constants

are assumed as follows:

c y
己=らxlOづ,ft=200kg/cm2(28iopsi), f

=Loookg/cm2(う7･Oksi), c u

己=2Ⅹ1013, nB=200cycles, W=1t/m2Ⅹ3うmx21mx9str･=750tx9stn,
S y

N=7うOt/2らpieces of columrl , d'/h=d /h=0.1 .

S

The right hand side column in Table 1 showsthe equations, by means of

which calculations are performed. These values are so adopted as to

fit the most popular･ and standar･d ones in Japan.

The hysteresis damping Capacity of beams and columns and of beams

adjacent
to shear walls is computed as shown inでable 2, whereう･O is

asstmled as the value ofj/cr of all the members from the technologlCal

point of view.

Finally, the aseismic
･capacity

of the ヮth Story Of the structure

is calculated and its aseismic safety is estimated on the assumption

that
α./g-0･3 as shown in Table 3, where the two cases of yielding

types, i.e., (a) columns in frames and beams
adjacent

to shear walls
-

yielding type and (b) beams in frames and beams
adjacent

to shear walls

-

yielding type. Furthermore, as complementary cases, (c) columns
-

and (d) beams -

yielding types of the structure withou七shear walls are

also colュSidered.

Jud9ing from Table 3, muユti-story reinforced concrete structures

seem to have the critical -mlber of stories, from 8 to 9, independently

of the existence of shear walls. Althougb the assumptions that the
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steady-state resonance occurs and that as the value of seismic weight

the total weight of all stories is applied may be considered to cause

the overestimation of earthquake loadingl Such a conclusion as

achieved above is a result produced by
comparing the maximum level of

input with the maximum level of response in a state as critical as

possible.

6づ. Concluding Remarks

The aseismic capacity of multi-story reinforced concrete buildings

with and without cantilever-type shear walls is evaluated quantitatively

｢

in accordance with the aseismic concepts:described in Chapter 3, and the
】

followings are concluded; ,

(1) If the cantilever type苧hear walls show neither shear fracture nor

flexural yielding7 the yielding phenomenon of structure is caused by

that of beams and frames in rigid frames and beams
adjacent

to shear

walls.

(2) The aseismic capacity of such structures is able to be given by

the left side of Eq･ 6,i.e., the hysteretic damping capacity of

flexural members.

(3) By the application of Eq. 6 to a real structure (see Figs.ら, 5),

it is found that such a type of building has the critical number of

stories, about 8 ｣ 9, independently ofーthe existence of shear
･walls.

The evaluation methodl of-!aseismic capacity and the estimation method ;

I

of aseismic safety presented in the preceding chapters and this七hapterl

are based upon the critical states and upon the maximum characteristic

values of reinforced concrete structures and structural members. In
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the aseismic
deslgn Of real structures, of course, there are yet more

factors which should be taken into accotmt.
However, these concepts and

methodsモdescribedhere should present the basis on
lithe

aseismic き

deslgn and p】.anning of reinforced concrete structtlreS.

REFERENCES

(i) cardan, B., HConcrete Shear Walls with Rigid Frames in Multistory

Building Subjected to Lateral Loads,-- Jour. ACI, Vol.う8, No.3, Sept.

1961, pp･ i299-316･
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NOでAで工ON

A -

assu皿ed inflection point of beams
adjacent

to shear walls

ABi - area Of V-R hysteresis loop of beams
adjacent

to shear walls

AFi = area Of V-良 hysteresis loop of rlgid frames

A = cross sectional area of shear walls
W

b =

width of cross section of columns

d = distance from extreme compression fiber to cen七roid of

tension reinforcement

dI

S

F()

fI
C

∫

y

g

H

H*

H

Cr

Ti一

言
Cr

h

也

eq

= distance frolⅥ eXtre皿e COmpreSSion fiber to centroid of

compression reinforcement

= dis七ance fナom centroid of tension reinforcement to the

tensile face of columns

= fracture
criterion equation of concrete under combined

normal and shear stresses

=

compressive strength of concrete

= yield strength of reinforcement

=

acceleration of gravity

= story height of long columns and shear walls

=

distance between the inflection points of lower and upper

=

critical story height

=H/h
- Ⅰ-王cr/h

= total depth of cross section of columns

=

equivalent damplng coefficient

c()1umns
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K

【1～.､∫

〔KB】

(IttT)

IJF

Lw

M
S

M

y

【M】

m

N

N

n

氏

R
a

R

y

iR)

S

=

number of stories

= nu皿ber of stories

=

stiffeness of story of structures

=

matrix of K of rigid frames

=

matric of K of beams
adjacent

to shear walls

=

matrix of 冗 of shear walls

=

span length of beams
adjacent

to shear walls

=

span length of cantilever type shear walls

= slipplng bending moment

=

yield bending moment

=

matrix of l`umped mass of structures

= maSS

= axial force

= ultimate stren9tb of centrally loaded columns

千 nllmber of cycles

=

relative story displacement angle

=

amplitude of 良

= yielding 良.

= vector imatrix of 良

-1ipping coefficient (=Ms/My, =Mcs/Mcy)

t = thickness of shear wallsl time

V = relative story shear force

㌧ =yieldingV

W = seismic wei9ht of structures

w〕 =wofjthStOry

x =

co-ordinateI SuffヱⅩ of direction

㌔1
- ratio of distance from extreme compressive fiber to

neutral axis to the total depth of cross section of columns
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y
=

co-ordina七e】 suffix of direction

zG
=

acceleration of ground motion

㌔
=

acceleration amplitude of sinusoidal gro皿d motion

が =

ratio of distan.ce center-to-center of reinforcement ｡n

opposite facesof collユ皿nS tO h

S -

relative story displacement

a,
S y

丘
C y

6
C u

=

yield strain of reinforcement

= (idealized) yield compressive strain of concrete

= ultimate compressive strain of concrete

杢a
=

Curvature amplitude

香acr
=

Critical曳

@y
= yielding curvature

〟 = ductility factor

Pcr
-

critical ductility factor

‥7(

-(se/cey)
w = tensile reinforcing indexl

u)r =

compressive reinforcing index

wo 圭-circular frequency of earthquake waves

Supp 1 ement

i?i -
vector matrix of displacement accelerati.n relative t. the gr.und
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Table 1. Cbaracteristic Ⅵ11ues of Beams and Colums

し_

ColumBeam Eq.

bxhmcm 90Ⅹ9050Ⅹ110

fーbhtbn
C

fーbh2.tm
C

Nton

1940

1750145Z

3150

u 0..100.14

N./f;bh
血◎acX10~3

㌔1

M/f;bh2
Ms/f;bh2

S

1.200.00

31.40 19(Cb

o.162. 3(Ch

0.14700.llZO 2-a(ch

0.015ZO.llZO Z-ち(Cb

0.10281.00 38

h◎Ⅹ10ー3
Jy

LX(-N/N.)
F(I)

5.05.0 2-c(Ch

0.1350.00 7(Ch

0.14260.10 7(Ch

E)
Cr

Z.602.84 ■6(Cn
H,oーl

Cr

realH皿

23431Z

250610

Frac.かbde

I

FⅠ; 6(Ch

ap･5)

ap.5)

ap.5)

ap.5)

ap.5)

ap.5)

ap.5)

ap.5)

ap.5)
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Table 2. Resonance Capacity

Beam i

Colum Beam
adjacent ≡to

shear Walls

Eq.

良 xlO-3
y

Vcr

pgr
･
be句

V ton
y

V h ton

y eq

Z.315 4.621 3.126

6.70

5.0 5.0 5.0

o.1866 0.446 0.446

ZO7.0 103.6 89.0

39.0 46.2 39.7

i7, 8, 9

19,20ミ(chap.5)
*as

stmed

I17∫8∫9

!Table 5･ Eval血tion of Aseismic Capacityand Safety

i

TypeofStr
withShearWallssh:irths:1tls

いield.Typ.
K

(a)■ 也)-, (c) (a)

iFleXuTa1一

Elements
Colum .Beamadj.tShearWalls

Beam Beamadj.t
Shear他11

Column
,Beam

I

‖
iVh.ton 39.0 39.7

･46.2
39.7 39.0

_46.Ze

(14+4xO.5)

416I4
iNumberof

!pieces
20 24 20

書2∑Vhton

【y㌻eq

1918 1854 1872 1848

h

弓(=W)α./g
h

2025 20Z5 20Z5 20ZS
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Fig･≡ 3(a) Column Yieldi･ng Type Fig..F 3(b) Beam Yielding Type

Fig1 3(c) Beam (Adjacent to Shear Walls) Yielding Type

She(】r olls ∈

∈

●●●●●●-●.●●●

宙賢
蘭

(a) Column

L5g
(ち) Beam

Fig･; 4 Assumed Multistory Structure Fig..! 5 Assumed Cross Section

With Shear Walls of Columns and Beams
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CHAPTER 7

ー
i SUWARY AND CONCLUSIONS

l

7-1. Sumary

rt is proposed that the aseismic capacity of a reinforced concrete

structure is the steady-state resonance capacity for壬anidealized one

mass model of that structure. subjected
to a sinusoidal forced vibration

(in Chapter 3). Tbat resonance capacity is determined using the known

characteristics of the hysteresis loops and the stability in strength

with cycling of typical reinforced concrete elements. For this

evaluation reinforced concrete members are classified, according to their

modes of deformation and failure under monotonic loadin9I into three

types of aseismic elements: Long columsI Short colu皿Sl and shear

walls (in Chapter 2). structures are divided into two types: rlgid

and flexible･ A diagram is developed showing the interaction surface

in three dinlenSional space between shear force amplitude) equivalent

viscous damplng and the natural period of vibration. The range of

aseismic characteristics for the different elements and structures are

shown on that diagram. Response acceleration spectra for typICal
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earthquake inputs are collated with the response indicated by that

diagram. That まnteraction surface is shown to represent a reasonable

basis for estimating the aseismic safety of reinforced concrete

structures.

Based upon the fundamental concep七 of aseismic capacity of

classified reinforced concrete structuresl the aseismic capacity and

safety are investigated regarding two types of reinforced concrete

str-ユCtureS, i.e., rlgid structures with shear walls and flexible

structures without shear walls (in Chapterら). First, the aseismic

chaIこacteristics of medium or low rise reinforced concrete structures)

i.e., wall ratios, natural periods and critical number of stories are

indicated as

contour1i去esin-a/れ-i/t plane, where α,i and折show

the number of pleCeS Of long colu皿Ⅰ-S) Short columns and shear walls

composing the structures, respectively. As for■ rlgid structures which

should resist against earthquakes through story shear resisting capacity,

it is sho,- that
wall ratio is the most significant factorL

for the

aseismic capacity and safety.
As for flexible structures which should

resist against earthquakes through七he hysteretic damplng Capacity,

analytical expressions of the hysteretic damplng Capacity and the

fatigue characteristics of flexural members composing the structures are

derived and applied to
aら-story reinforced concrete structure with

colu皿-yielding type in order to estimate its aseismic capacity and

safety.

工n
order to evaluate the aseismic capacity and saf占ty,the

fu□daⅢ-ental
concepts and methodsまntroduced irュ the preceding !chapte工:

are applied to two types of reinfor･ced concrete structures) i･e･) low

rise buildings with asymmetric 'shear walls (in Chapter 5) and multi-

story buildings with sheaf walls (in Chapter 6). As for the structures
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with asymmetric shear wallsl their aseismic capacity is estimated by

means of hysteretic damping Capacity at steady-state resonance of

七orsional vibration. As for the muユti-story structures with shear

walls! their aseismic capacity is evaluated by means of the hysteretic

damping Capacity of flexural members except shear walls) i･e･) beams and

columns. By applying these principles 七o the real types of reinforced

concrete structuresl the maximum and?.ri七ical values of aseismic

capacity are simply glVen! and it is shown tha七these values are able

to become the basis for-the aseismic design.

7-2. ConclusiorlS

From the considerations in this paper, the following concluding

remarks were obtained: .

(i) A reinforced concrete structure composed of three kinds of aseismic

elemen'ts† i･e･ long columnsI Short colums and shear walls is able to be

classified into three kinds of fracture modesl i･e･ llLC-, SC- and SW-

Fracture Modes) and furthermore into two kinds of aseismic types) i.e･

rigid and flexible ones (Figs..15, 16 in Chapter 2).

(2) when steady-state resonance is adopted as an ultimate vibration

state of structures subjected
to strong earthquakes, Resonance Capacity

2V h is able to be illtrOduced as an criterion for the evaluation of
a eq

the a'seismic capacity of reinforced concrete structures and structural

members (Eq. 12 in Chapter 3).

(3) Based upon the Resonance Capacity criterion, the ultimate aseismic

capacity of reinforced concrete structures is I℃ade visible in V
-で-也

a e eq

space (Fig. 10 in Chapter 3). Fig. 10 in Chapter 3 shows that rigid
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and flexible type structures resist against earthquake inputs through

story shear capacity and hysteretic energy absorptionl reSPeCtively･

(ら) using three kinds of aseismic elements with standard and general

sizes and dimensions, the frac七ur'e modes, wall ratios, critical number

of stories and natural periods of reinforced concrete structures are

shown and arranged in a corrmon plane (Fig. 8 in Chapter与).

1

(5) Rigid type structures are considered to be
subjected

to thei

dead loads as story shear force at destructive earthqTlakes･ As for

flexible type structuresl i･e･ LC-fracture mode一 the critical story

shear coefficient can be reduced to abou七 0.ラ一o.6 due to the hys七ere七ic

energy absorption capacity and low cycle fatigue characteristics

(chapterら).

(6) Low rise reinforced concrete structures with asymmetrically arranged

shear walls are able to be regarded as laterally torsional oscillat.ors

(Figs. I, 7 in Chapter 5), and the evaluation method of aseismic capacity

is essentially analogous to the horiz.ontal sway type structures

!without 5hear walls･

(7) Muユti-story reinforced concrete buildings are able to be considered

as flexible type structuresl and the critical number of stories is about

8-9, when the shear and flexural failures of cantilever type shear walls

in the structures are avoided (Fig. 1 in Cbapte工･ 6).

In this i study, reinforced concrete structures and structural
l

members with standard and general types and sizes were adopted as the

objects ofまnvestigations.- From now on ideal reinforced concrete

structures with optimum styles) sizes and dimensions should be researched

on the basis of the criteria proposed in this paper for the evaluation

of the ultimate aseismic capacity.
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